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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Purpose of the Study
This is a study of the Share Your Home With a Child
Committee sponsored by the Massachusetts Child Council of
41 Mt. Vernon Street, Boston, Massachusetts. It is a
study of the developments leading to the program of a cen-
tralized joint home-finding program for recruitment of
foster boarding homes for children. The topics taken into
consideration are: (l) conditions of foster home place-
ment in Massachusetts during the years 1942-1943; (2) the
program of the Share Your Home With a Child Committee Jan-
uary 1, 1943 through January 1, 1944; (3) the new program
for 1944-1945; (4) an evaluation of publicity media used-
in comparison with other cities; (5) a questionnaire sur-
vey of the thirty-five participating agencies in the pro-
gram.
One value of this study might be to discover possi-
bilities in obtaining more foster boarding homes through
various media of publicity. It attempts an evaluation of
the organization and program of the Committee in centrally
controlled home finding with the purpose of finding what
factors in the program meet the needs of the private and
public agencies either on a state-wide or metropolitan
level. Methods and organizations of Cleveland, New York

City, Los Angeles, and the Division of Child Guardianship,
Boston are used as bases for comparison of the Committee’s
urogram . The Share Your Home With a Child Committee is
now in its third year. It is unable to decide without
further study of the value of its urogram, where its
greatest efforts should be applied. This evaluation may
point toward increased emuhasis upon a particular kind of
oublicity and may indicate whether or not the program
should limit itself to state-wide or metropolitan service.
Specifically the writer hopes to answer through the
study the following:
1. What is the ulan of Massachusetts Joint
Home-Finding urogram?
2. How does the program compare with the
urogram in other cities?
3. Are the thirty-five particiuating
agencies in favor of continuing such a
program?
4. Should Share Your Home With a Child uro-
gram continue, and on what basis?
1 • Description of the Share Your Home With a Child
Committee
The Committee is an activity of the Massachusetts
Child Council, Inc., a Red Feather Service. It was organ-
ized in January of 1943 as a war emergency when all of the
child-placing agencies began to feel the pressure of the
lack of foster homes. It is a clearing house for foster
homes for child-placing agencies, both private and public,
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in the Commonwealth. Its present services include:
1
1. Intensive local campaigns organized and
carried out wherever needed and wherever
the field seems advisable for recruiting
foster homes.
2. All-over interpretive publicity and direct
appeals continued regularly on a year-
round basis through whatever media are
available
.
3. Attempts made to promote closer cooperation
for home finding among the child-placing
agencies throughout the State.
4. Interviews with prospective foster parents
and other individuals seeking information
and advice.
5. Educational urograms for foster narents
and home finders.
To facilitate its work the Committee maintains an
office with the Massachusetts Child Council staffed by a
Secretary and a stenographer. It has an accumulated file
of foster boarding homes as well as a, scrap book of every
piece of written material either released to the news-
papers or form letters sent to various individuals, grouos,
1 From a report prepared for the annual meeting of
the Share Your Home With a Child Committee, November 29, 1944.

etcetera.
An important source used in this study was a file of
reports, statistics, newspaper clippings accumulated over
the oast three years by the Massachusetts Child Council.
Appreciation and acknowledgement are due the Massachusetts
Child Council and the Division of Child Guardianship for
the use of their records and reports. Thanks are also
due the thirty-five participating agencies of the Share
Your Home With a Child Committee for' suggestions growing
out of the answers to the writer's Questionnaire. The
writer is especially indebted to Mrs. Mary Bail for her
critical guidance and assistance, to Mr. Arthur C. Hallock
for his permission in making the study possible, to Miss
Beatrice S. Stone for her reports, and to Miss Anna B.
Stedman for her annual reports.
Statistics used in this study are taken directly
from the annual renorts and the reports of the individual
campaigns
.
Statistics relating to the "Foster Homes for Children
Campaign" are ta.ken directly from an article "Teamwork in
pHome Finding".
Statistics relating to the "War Homes for Children
Camnaign" are taken directly from the report of the
2 "Teamwork in Home Finding", Child
Welfare League of America. Inc. Bulletin
, May 1943, pp. 1-4,

5*
"Children’s end Case Work Councils," Welfare Federation
of Cleveland.
3
Statistics relating to the "Home Finding Project",
Los Angeles, California are taken directly from their re-
port. 4
Statistics relating to the Division of Child Guardi-
anship home finding program are taken directly from Miss
Steelman’ s annual reports.
2
.
Questionnaire Survey of Thirty-Five Participat-
ing Agencies of the Share Your Home With a Child
Committee
For this study a questionnaire was sent to thirty-
five participating agencies to find out just how the agen-
cies felt toward this program. A reply was received from
thirty-one out of the thirty-five agencies. The following
questions were asked:
1. Has Share Your Home changed your program?
Yes Wo
2. Has Share Your Home changed the situation
in terms of foster home needs? Yes Ho
3. What do you think the current need is as
compared with the past since 1S40? More
Less Some
3 Report of the Children's and Case Work Councils'
Joint Committee on Child Placement Facilities, Including
the "War Homes for Children Campaign" Report, May 15, 1944.
4 Council of Social Agencies, Los Angeles, California,
Report of "Home Finding Project", Hovember 8, 1943 to
May 15, 1944.
.. 1
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4. Do you think Shore Your Home should continue
as a state-wide program or limit itself to
Metropoli tan Boston or should the program be
discontinued? Why?
3. Limitation of the Study
Any conclusions drawn from this study are appli-
cable only to the material at hand, and for the most part
can only suggest a trend in planning of the organization
and publicity media of the Committee.
The writer has concentrated on the' results of
newspaper publicity rather than on any other media of
publicity became of the availability of statistical
data on the subject. However, the writer was unable to
tell whether size and kind of advertisement or publicity
article made any difference in the number of applications
received except in one instance where a feature article
appeared in the Boston Globe written by a publicity spe-
cialist .
Method of Study
Survey of Literature in the Field
In recent years much has been written about foster
home care for children and home finding. It should be
pointed out that foster home care as a professional serv-
ice to children is comparatively recent in the child-care
field, but the foster home itself dates back over 3500
years. "In the Bible, Moses was found in the bulrushes
..
.
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by Pharoah’s daughter and taken into her home” Swhich rep-
resents the first recorded foster child. The concent of
taking a foster child as the "duty" of the foster narent
is perhaos the earliest expression of one of the strongest
motivations of the foster parent which still seems to un-
derlie much of foster home placement. This early "reli-
gious duty" is undoubtedly today’s "social duty" or pa-
triotic duty" .6
Children, for many centuries, were sold into slavery
or given in bondage when parents could no longer care for
them. Under feudalism, the lord of the manor assumed re-
sponsibility for the cs.re of the child. This was the
first step taken toward communal responsibility. With the
breaking up of the feudal system, there was greater commu-
nity responsibility for the care of the child with his
placement in an almshouse or as apprentice to a craftsman,
or by "farming out".
Foster home family care seems to appear and reappear
throughout the years. The kind of care provided to chil-
dren depended on the attitude toward the child and the
purpose of the foster home. The "indenture system" dur-
ing the Elizabethan period recognized the placement of
5 Belle Wolkomir, "Changing Views in Eomef inding"
,
New York Association for Jewish Children, Foster Home Bu-
reau_ 1S43, pp. 4-15.
6 Ibid, pp. 4-15.
.•
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8children in family houses on a work basis, which meant
the family would be responsible for their support and
welfare during their formative years. However, it was
felt the child must pay for his care by his services.
Since anyone who wished to take a child could do so by
applying either to the parents or overseer of the poor,
it was not surprising that this kind of “home finding"
resulted in many hardships to children. As a result of
the ind enture system children’s institutions were estab-
lished. In the same manner bad almshouses and children’s
institutions led to the development of the free foster
home and later the subsidized foster home.
In 1883 the “children's law" of Pennsylvania was
passed prohibiting the retention of children between the
ages of two and twelve in almshouses for periods of more
than sixty da^ys. The Children's Aid Society of Pennsyl-
vania urged the city and state authorities to refer to
them dependent children who would otherwise be sent to
almshouses and agreed to oa,y for their board in family
homes chosen and supervised by the society. About this
time other children's societies began experimenting with
both free ana boarding homes as a method of child care.
It was not until the first White House Conference
in 1909 on the care of dependent children that home find-
ing was given its first great impetus.

9As to the children, who, for specific reasons must
be removed from their own families, or who have no
homes, it is desirable that, if normal in mind and
body, and not requiring special training, they should
be cared for in families whenever practicable. The
carefully selected foster home is for the normal
child the best substitute for the natural home. 7
In the latter part of the 19th century Charles Loring
Brace and the Hew York Children's Aid Society stand out in
the history of foster home placement. Thousands of chil-
dren, some orphaned during the Civil War, or fatherless,
coming from poverty stricken homes, were placed in free
homes, where it was felt they would be protected from the
"temptations of the big city". The importance of environ-
ment was stressed as a chief factor in the growth and. de-
velopment of children.
The agencies, in re-evaluating the placement of their
destitute children in free homes, recognized that the needs
of the child and the family must be considered.. The subsi-
dized foster home therefore came into existence largely to
provide a home for children who had to live away from home
for a limited period of time. The need for closer agency
supervision also seemed, necessary.
Agencies were determined that the failures and prob-
lems of the free homes were not to continue, and. thereby
home-finding procedure to them became one of critical
7 Ethel A. Copelan, "A Flan for Centralized Home
Finding Service"
,
Child Welfare League of America, Inc.
Pamphlet, Hay 1942, p»?_— - ^

study of the applicant. A new method of choosing foster
parents developed. Each applicant was given an applica-
tion blank to fill out relating to the family's eligibil-
ity. The applications were studied by the agency. Many
were rejected on their face because "the application
showed that the applicant was ignorant or selfish or that
he lived in a bad neighborhood, or that he has not suffi-
cient ability, or that proper moral influences were lack-
ing". 2 If the application was filled in satisfactorily
the agency secured references. Not until the receipt of
satisfactory references did the agency take the first
stew in contacting the applicant. This usually consisted
of a visit to the home (frequently unannounced). "orkers
were given specific outlines to follow in their investi-
gation.
The present method of approach may be called psychi-
atric. As a case work process home finding benefited by
the increased understanding of personality which psychi-
atry gives. Following out the psychiatric technique the
home finder became absorbed in learning about the appli-
cant through his past experience and relationships. This
interest, however, diverted the worker and applicant away
from the purpose of the home study. It revealed many
8 Wolkomir, op. cit .
,
pp. 4-15.

areas wherein the applicant might need help, either psy-
chiatric or case work, but it did not necessarily reveal
how the applicant might render a service as foster ps.rent.
The questions that are asked about the applicant’s ability
as foster parent cannot be answered by the case worker a-
lone, since the applicant’s questions concerning the
agency must be answered also. The term home finding,
therefore, has come to mean “that case work' process in
which the case worker and applicant become engaged in
their combined efforts to determine whether or not the
applicant shall take a foster child into his home”
In general, during the past twenty years, the trend,
both in theory and practice, has been toward the increased
use of foster family care. Children who are orphaned or
whose parents for one reason or another cannot or will not
give them adeouate care must receive that care from others
when a relative's home is not available or if available not
suitable. The foster family’s possibilities were never
felt more valuable than at the present time. Parents
sometimes voluntarily seek foster care for children. So-
cial workers sometimes suggest it. Juvenile courts some-
times order it. Institutions for children develop foster
home service as an addition to their care or as a substi-
9 Ibid, pp. 4-15.
. .
.
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tute for it.
A suitable foster boarding home is one in which there
is a father and a mother who are congenial and cheerful in
their home and who are in agreement in their desire to
board a child or children. They should be in good health
and preferably not beyond middle age. Their income should
be sufficient to maintain a prooer standard -of living inde
pendent of the income from the payment of board for chil-
dren. They should be able to recognize the need of, and
provide for, the child's participation in family and com-
munity life and for religious training in the child's own
creed. The child should be made to feel a member of the
household.
<
This can be fulfilled only if the foster par-
ents can give the child the warmth and security essential
to his fullest development.
In studying a prospective foster home, the home
finder seeks definite information - the physical aspects
of the home, the neighborhood and the community, the his-
tory, health, circumstances and activities of the family
as a whole and of its individual members. More impor-
tant, perhaps, is a recognition of the undefined factors
in the family life such as feelings, attitudes, habits,
aspirations, standards and ideals. These things are the
pervading influences of the home which may determine the
nature of its effect on children and whether or not it
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can heln their personalit ies in healthful growth.
Because they come from widely different families,
foster children need different types of environment. Some
get along better on a farm, others in a village and still
others are more at home in city surroundings. Differences
of race, nationality, language should all be taken into
consideration. Homes therefore must be found correspond-
ing to a variety of local backgrounds. Hot etrery locality
is adapted for foster home placement. Factors determining
suitability are economic levels, occupations and habits
prevailing in the districts, moral influences, housing
standards, health conditions, traffic hazards, recreational
and cultural resources, industrial or commercial neighbor-
hood. If the neighborhood is a poor one, children already
handi canned by lack of parental care and training can find
little to heln their adjustment to living. A neighborhood
characterized by far more wealth and luxury than they have
been accustomed to nlaces too great a resnonsibility on
their adaptability. Unpretentious but well-kept homes
surrounded by sufficient play snace, usually offer the best
onnortunity for congenial happy relations.
The job of being a foster narent requires a mind that
is flexible and onen to new ideas.
Unless foster parents have hopes, purposes and
aspirations for themselves and their children, they
can hardly hope to provide an atmosnhere suffi-

ciently stimulating and cheerful to call out foster
children's oossibilities. When, as too often happens,
the foster child's memory is laden with troubled and
disheartening recollections, the whole current of his
thoughts may need to be changed. This can best be
done by a home which radiates zest for living and
courage in meeting the problems of life. Warmth,
kindliness, a sense of humor, inexhaustible patience -
these are among the foster parents’ most needed assets
in the task of re-education of young personalities . 10
10 Gertrude S. Breese, "Finding Foster K0mes", The
Chi ldren's Aid Society
.
Buffalo, New York, Ma.y 1936, no. 14-
15.

CHAPTER II
FOSTER HOME PLACEMENT IN MASSACHUSETTS 1942 - 1943
Chronic Need for Boarding Homes Acute
During the year 1942 public a.na private child-plac-
ing agencies in Massachusetts were finding an increased
lack of foster boarding homes for children. These agen-
cies believed that the recent marked decrease in applica
tions from prospective foster parents was traceable di-
rectly to the war. The agencies felt the following were
also reasons for the shorta.ge of foster homes:
1. Many vmen who formerly took children into their
homes or might do so, were renting their avail-
able rooms to war industry workers, thus earn-
ing more money and lessening work and respon-
sibility.
2. Many women, who in normal times might board
children were replacing men in war industries
at high wages.
3. Many families were moving into smaller houses
because of the increased cost of living or be-
cause of the housing shortage in war industry
areas in which the bread winners of the family
found work. Many younger married women were
returning to their parental homes because
their husbands had gone into the armed services
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Many younger couples, fearing the responsibility
of military service at some future time, hesi-
tated to assume the responsibility of boarding
children.
1
On October 21, 1942 a meeting of the Children’s De-
partment of the Boston Council was held to discuss the
"War's Effect on the Supply of Foster Homes". There were
approximately sixteen agencies represented, who expressed
their views on the subject.
A representative from the Child Welfare Department of
the City of Boston reported that the Department was having
difficulty in finding new homes. An analysis of thirty-
five homes recently lost by this Department revealed that
twenty were lost for financial reasons, because the board
rate did not cover the expense of the child boarded and
fifteen were lost because the foster mother decided to go
to work.
2
From the Children's Aid Association in Springfield it
was reported that intake had increased tremendously during
1 Memorandum on Finding Foster Homes for Children,
April 7, 1943 prepared for State-Wide Committee of Foster
Homes
.
2 Beatrice S. Stone, "Child Welfare Heeds in Mass-
achusetts as Affected By the War", a Thesis in partial ful-
fillment of requirements for the Degree of Master of Science
in Social Service, Boston University, School of Social Work,
1943, pp. 49-50.
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the year 1943. The reason for this was thought to he the
defense industries in Springfield. Recruiting of foster
homes, therefore, was most difficult.
Child Welfare Mouse in Lynn reoorted that it was almost
impossible to uncover foster homes. The applications that
were made by prospective foster mothers were for the most
part unsuitable.
The Children's Aid Society in Boston reported a steady
decrease in foster homes due to the war and sa.id they had
had to raise the rate of board of infant homes in order to
hold them.
In Springfield, Lowell, and Brockton, the situation
a.s to foster boarding home needs received some newspaper
publicity.
The Brockton Enterprise on January 28, 1943, quoted
from the Annual Report of the Brockton Catholic Charities
Center:
There is much planning done and treatment given
for the children under care. Foster home finding and
placement becomes necessary and today it is a grave
problem to find such homes. 3
The Springfield Evening Union on October 15, 1942
reviewed a speech given by Miss M. Emily Hatch, Executive
Secretary of the Hampden County Children's Aid Association
in which she said in part:
This year's applications have increased from
3 Ibid, pp. 49-50.

month to month at a dizzy soeed, so that the year’s
total of 438 new cases is an increase of about sixty
oercent over last yea.r; and 150 percent increase
over the previous year.
4
The Lowell Sun on January 26, 1943 quoted in part
from the Annual Report of the Lowell Catholic Charitable
Bireau emphasizing the difficulty in obtaining foster
homes
Many more requests than formerly were made for
assistance in placing children in institutions or
foster homes Incidentally the Bureau finds that
institutions are crowded to capacity and foster homes
are at a premium. It will welcome applications for
good foster homes.
5
The representative from the Division of Child Guardi-
anship reported a serious condition in the decrease in
foster homes. For three years preceding 1341 an average
of 1600 applications were received from prospective foster
parents per year. In 1942 only 1150 such applications had
been received which represented an alarming decrease.
6
This reduction had been noted the previous year. For the
four years prior to 1942 almost two-thirds of the applica-
tions requested were approved. 7 However, there was marked
decrease in approvals in 1942. The State had about 6000
4 Ibid, pp. 49-50.
5 Ibid, pp. 49-50.
6 Mass Child Council, Minutes of the Meeting of
Executives of All Children’s Agencies, December 2, 1942.
7 Mass Child Council, Minutes of the Meeting of
Children's Department, October 21, 1942.
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children in boarding homes distributed within thirty miles
of Boston. The same people who were doing case work did
the home finding. The Division attempted to have the whole
staff make an effort to find homes. During this period the
workers were already working under pressure because there
had been difficulty in transferring children from tempo-
rary to permanent homes. It was particularly difficult to
transfer children from the ages of three to .fourteen years,
especially those who had just passed the age of three when
they were no longer eligible for care in infant boarding
homes.
It was felt that there were three things the Division
could do to ease the situation at that time: the first
related to intake; the second td the return of children to
their own homes; the third to an increased emphasis on
home finding. Four years earlier in 1938, there were 460
dependent children who came to the Division's attention;
in 1948 the number was 370. It was felt that as far as
the intake of dependent children was concerned, the line
he.d been drawn very closely so that only those who needed
care had been accepted. As to neglected children indica-
tions had been that their numbers were increasing with
little control over intake as far as the Division was
concerned. These children were referred by the court, the
decision of intake resting with the prosecuting agency and
)>
)
:
the court. Concerning children returning to their own homes,
there seemed to be more possibilities in this regard. In
January 1942 one worker was taken out of other work and
placed specifically on the job of making "return to rela-
tive investigations". The olan wa.s to transfer one more
worker into this work as it seemed advisable to meet the
emergency. At this time the Division, through the judg-
ment of the Attorney General, was given permission to use
institutional care and pay for it on a oer capita oer diem
basis. Formerly, by a previous decision, the Division was
not allowed to do this.
Another step which had been taken within the Divi-
sion to ease the situation was that of providing for
monthly statistical reports showing the total of applica-
tions for children to board according to types of homes.
An effort had been made to investigate homes as quickly as
possible without the delays of waiting for references to
be returned before the home visit was made. The supervi-
sors kept track of the applications assigned to each
worker for investigation and the disposition of each. A
statistical record had been kept of the number of foster
homes closed during a given month and the reason for such
closing.
As to an increased emphasis on home finding, an effort-
had been made to stimulate applications for infant boarding

homes. It was necessary, however, to have these homes
near Boston so that the nurses could . concentrate their
work in this area. A letter was sent to foster mothers
asking them to suggest friends who might be willing to
board children. It was felt that many good homes were
secured for infants in this way. The accumulation of
applications that had not been acted uoon were gone over
and an effort was made to stimulate renewed interest for
these families to take children if the homes were found
to be suitable. The Division felt it would be helpful if
every agency would register its homes so the State would
not use a home already used by another agency.
In actually contemplating a joint home-finding plan,
namely "Share Your H0me With a Child" the Division felt
that although there would be many complicating factors
that might possibly work toward the disadvantage of the
Division, in a long run there would be many benefits.
Some of the complicating factors were differences in basic
rate of pay which the private agencies can afford and that
of the State. It was felt that probably any publicity
that would be developed would not directly mention rs.te of
pay and that primary emphasis would be placed upon the sat-
isfaction to the family of sharing a home with a needy
child. Another complicating factor that was felt was the
dividing of homes on a sectarian basis where many agencies

were looking for homes of one category, namely, the Catho-
lic Charitable Bureau, the City of Boston Child Welfare De-
partment, and the Division all looking for Catholic homes
in certain areas. Another comnlication was the allocation
of new homes obtained by the campaign proportionate to the
case load of the various participating agencies. Such a
basis would be advantageous to the Division in that the
proportion of homes allocated to them would be numerically
large. Another consideration was the standard of private
agencies versus that of the oublic agency. Because of the
difference in ra.te of board, the public agency found it
hard to have as high a standard as the private agency which
has a greater leeway in what it can pay. Actually the
Division is forced to use homes which other agencies may
not feel are quite up to standard. Another suggestion made
was to consider the industrial situation in the various
cities and also to consider the possibility of some method
of reoorting to a central source the cities and towns in
which children have been olaced. Such a census of tabu-
lation arranged alphabetically by cities and towns, which
could be checked by all child-placing agencies as to num-
ber of children placed in each locality and sent on to a
central source for analysis, would show uo certain areas
of concentration. The Division felt it wes very impor-
tant to know these a,reas as frequently complaints come to

the Division that too many children are being placed in
one locality. These complaints come through the school
systems. An illustration of such a. concentration is in the
Morwell area.
Laws Relating to School Tuition. Chanter 76
Massachusetts has a definite Law covering school
tuition which is as follows:
Section 5. Every child shall have a right to attend
the oublic schools of the town where he actually re-
sides, subject to the following section, and to such
reasonable regulations as to numbers and qualifica-
tions of pupils to be admitted to the respective
schools and as to other school matters as the school
committee shall from time to time prescribe. Mo
child shall be excluded from a public school of any
town on account of race, color or religion.
Section 6. If a child resides temporarily in a town
other than the legal residence of his parent or
guardian for the special purpose of there attending
school, the said town may recover tuition from the
parent or guardian, unless under section twelve of
chapter seventy-one, such tuition is payable by a
town. Tuition payable by the parent or guardian
shall, for the period cf attendance, be computed at
the regular rate established by the school committee
for non-resident pupils, but in no case exceeding
the average expense per pupil in such school for said
period.
Section 7. For the tuition in the public schools of
any town of any child over five years placed else-
where than in his home town by, or there kept under
the control of, the department of public welfare or
the child welfare division of the institutions de-
partment of Boston, the commonwealth or Boston, from
its appropriation for school purposes, shall pay to
said town for each day of attendance in a public
elementary school an amount charged by the school
committee but not at a rate in excess of the expend-
iture per pupil for support, exclusive of general
control and transportation within the town, of the
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public day elementary schools in said town for the
next preceding school year based on the average
membership of such schools as printed in the annual
reoort of the department of education, and, for
attendance in a public junior or senior high school,
the regular rate established by the school committee
for non-resident puoils, filed wi th and aoproved by
the denar trnent of education.
8
The Division felt that ?/ork should go forward, in
planning for a joint home-finding unit, namely, "Share
Your E me With a Child", even though the Division had to
clea.r up investigation on the backlog of a/opli cations.
The primary problem seemed to be at this time that pub-
licity might reach the prospective foster mothers of "Share
Your E0me" before the Division could approve or disapprove
their present application.
A study was therefore mad.e of the recent foster home
campaign for children in Eew York City. (A full descrip-
tion of it appears in Chapter V.) It was felt that the
Hew York City experiment had some good deductions for any
plan Massachusetts might consider for a mutual effort to
find more foster homes. The plan was therefore discussed
at a meeting of the Children’s Department of the Boston-
Council of Social Agencies in October of 1942. It was
decided to call a state-wide meeting of child-placing agen-
cies in December during the Sta.te Conference of Social
Work to consider the possibility of planning a joint
campaign for foster boarding homes similar to that of i'ew
^ !.'assachugettg_ aeneTEl LawSjt .Tercentenary Edition,JL 57-00
P Olifc/Utei I'D j OX Uiifch -D— f y p-0

York City.
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CHAPTER III
SHARE YOUR HOME WITH A CHILD JANUARY 1, 1943 - JANUARY 1, 194<j-
Plans for Joint State-Wide Camp elpm
A meeting of all child-placing agencies throughout
the Commonwealth, public and private, sponsored by the
Children’s Department of the Boston Council of Social
Agencies was held at the Statler Hotel in Boston on De-
cember 2, 1942. The grouo considered as the. central
question whether the need which had always been more or
less chronic - that of more foster homes - had now reached
the acute stage. If the acute stage was thought to be now,
a consideration would be given to the possibilities of
some plan of joint home finding or joint publicity for
home finding. A report on the campaign in New York City
was presented as described in Chapter V. The Chairman
summarized the discussion by saying an acute shortage of
boarding home applications was indicated, varying in de-
gree, in most of the sections of the Commonwealth. He
felt two steps toward relief were indicated:
First - Each executive, he felt, should in combi-
nation with his staff, concentrate on his own agency to
resolve whether it were practicing to the utmost "native
Yankee ingenuity".!
1 Excerpts from the Minutes of a Meeting of Exec-
tives of All Children’s Agencies throughout the Commonwealth,
Public a.nd Private, doing placement in foster homes, called
by the Children’s Departmeri t of the Boston Hnnnnil nf P,pr»i ?i
Agencies, December 2, 1942.

Second - He felt it was necessary to authorize the ap
pointment of a steering committee as a subcommittee of thi
"overall" group.
At a meeting of the steering committee, fourteen mem-
bers in all, on December 18, 1942 it was felt that there
were two sets of problems - one focused around Springfield
and Western Massachusetts, the other around Boston and the
Metropolitan area extending down to New Bedford. It was
felt there was a "nucleus" group in Springfield and there
should be such a "nucleus" in Boston. It was suggested
that there should be a joint campaign in which particular
areas would be designated in the Commonwealth so inter-
ested persons could contact the office nearest their
homes. Members of the "Share Your H0me With a Child Com-
mittee" could thus act quickly in following up whatever
publicity was decided upon. At this time the Division of
Child Guardianship representative reported that his agency
was considering the possibility of creating a septars-te
home-finding d-ivision.
On January 25, 1943 there was a meeting of the sub-
committee. A few agencies reported a change in their home-
finding plan to be effective almost immediately. The Di-
vision of Child Guardianship was planning to have four
2 Ibid

home finders with a professional person supervising. Bunds
were to be provided through Child Welfare Services. Eaby
homes seemed to be the greatest need at the time.
In Springfield it was felt that the foster home situ-
ation was complicated by the day care problem. A fully
i
staffed day care information service was hoped for and it
was felt there was the possibility that this counseling
service could ease the situation as to foster home place-
ments.
It was also reported that the Catholic Charitable
Bureau of Boston had already appointed a home finder.
In studying the New York situation, it was pointed
out that the Metropolitan newspapers gave generous space,
but it was felt greater coverage could have been obtained
from the local papers in all the boroughs. The Central
Committee made available to feature writers human interest
material submitted by the agencies. Whenever possible a
personal interview was arranged, for the feature writer
with an executive of one of the particular agencies. It
had been found that the response had been particularly
good when newspapers inserted a coupon on which inquiry
could be ma.de. It included space for name, address a.nd
religious preference of the inouirer. Another device used
7/as that of questions and answers which ran periodically
.
These questions and answers related to the kind of infor-
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mation that applying foster parents would like to have an-
swered. However, in a newspaper campaign in Massachusetts,
a great many agencies reported they would rather not have
their names used in any kind of publicity.
Two possible plans were reviewed to the subcommittee.
The first plan involved a general interpretation and popu-
larizing campaign stating foster home needs in general
terms only. The second plan would be more complete and
would, in addition to a campaign of interpretation, actu-
ally bring homes to the attention of the agencies which
would undoubtedly necessitate following up. In this sec-
ond type plan of campaign, a coupon such as that used in
Hew York would be more effective.
In discussing some of the attitudes of the agencies
who were not very eager to participate in the kind of joint
publicity effort as outlined above in the second plan, it
was suggested that the effect of the campaign on any one
agency could probably be covered by the establishment of
a central office properly staffed. It was also suggested
that it might be possible to arrange that no agency be
given a home to investigate unless it agreed to investigate
the home. It was felt that the Division of Child Guardi-
anship could be divided into districts so that each section
would be covered by home finders.
The Chairman pointed out the following steps which
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would probably be involved in any joint publicity effort
for foster home finding by the committee:
1. There would have to be a central clearing agency.
Applications received through newspaper coupons
would be cleared with the Social Service Index
by the central agency.
2
2. On the basis of some predetermined plan, appli-
cations which appeared satisfactory after clear-
ing with the Index would be referred to the indi-
vidual agencies for investigation.
-
3. There would be need for a professionally trained
home-finding person in the clearing ' agency .
5
4. As to the Question of financing, it was agreed
that some private charitable fund might be tapped
to carry the project.
6
Massachusetts State-Wide Campaign
At the meeting of the steering committee of the State-
Wide Committee on foster homes, March 30, 1943, definite
plans were made for a campaign. The Chairman appointed a
committee of five persons, including the Chairman and the
Executive, to be in charge of the office of the campaign.
The main office here in Boston was donated by the Massa-
chusetts Child Council. There were five additional of-
fices - one each in Worcester, Springfield, Northampton,
Greenfield, and Pittsfield. Agency representatives
manned the offices. Their time was given free by the
3
Excerpts from Subcommittee Meeting, Poster .Home
Committee, January 25, 1943, Church Home Society.
4 Ibid.
5 Ibid.
6 Ibid.
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agency. It was understood that the committee was given
the "go ahead" signal from the steering committee of
fourteen workers who were chosen for their ability in
specialized fields. The subcommittee on publicity re-
ported that an agreement had been reached with the Boston
Globe. This paper was approached for two reasons: first,
because it was a socially-minded newspaper; and secondly
because agencies had reported that they had experienced
the best results from ads for foster homes in that paper.
The publicity committee spoke with the feature writer as-
signed to this project, who felt the emphasis should be
from the point of view of a child needing a home. Basic
material was presented to the feature writer which in-
cluded stories concerning children in requiring placement.
There was to be no identification of agencies or children.
Different angles of the story were to be presented each
day for a period of two weeks. A coupon was to appear with
each story. There was an understanding that other news-
papers who Yrished to pick up the material and came to the
agencies for it would be furnished with a.ll they could use.
This was felt particularly important because of the support
by the newspapers of the Community. The slogan for the
campaign as approved by the feature writer for the Globe
was to be "Share Your Home With a Child."
It was also arranged that a three-fold pamphlet to fit
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into a regular letter-size envelope be printed. (See
Appendix 3). There was to be a picture on the front
together with the sponsor shin of the campaign slogan.
The next three pages was to contain ai estions and an-
swers that lay persons might ask relative to foster par-
ents and foster children. On the back cover appeared the
addresses of the offices to be used with a notation that
persons communicate with the nearest office. This pam-
phlet was to be used in addition to the newspaper pub-
licity; enclosed with applications, letters, distributed
by agencies through the mail in regular correspondence;
to be sent to selected, lists of foster parents with a
request that they pass them on to friends who might be
interested.
The newspapers both in Boston and other areas in the
Commonwealth were told that the campaign was to break on
Monday, April 26, 1943 the day after Easter. Instead, what
actually happened was the news story broke state-wide as
planned, but for some reason the Eoston campaign did not
break until a week later, May 10, 1943. The campaign was
intended to be of two-week duration. However, newspaper
publicity continued over many months sporadically
.
The many groups over the Commonwealth were informed
of the date of the campaign. Letters were written to
Church Home Associates, to churches and to clubs and to

lodges asking them to place posters and give out folders.
(See Appendix C, D, and S for letters).' There were, there
fore, three media of publicity, namely, newspaper public-
ity, including copy and picture space, folders and posters
It was planned that there would be available over a
period of about three weeks a full-time clerical worker
and a full-time social worker with such additional workers
as it seemed necessary to have in the main office. Care
was taken to select comoetent people who could work under
pressure.
All inquiries it was thought should be cleared
through the Social Service Index; and if the home seemed
a good prospect, an application blank was to be sent. On
the basis of the information in the application blank, the
apnli cants to be investigated would be assigned to indi-
vidual agencies on a formula, basis as exolained in the
following memorandum which was sent to the agency exe-
cutives concerning allocation of apolications:
It seems to the committee that the most
practical method of prorating to the agencies
apolications received by the clearing house end
cleared through the Index is by arbitrary mechan-
ical formula. It is our olan to use the number
of boarding home olacements made in the year 1942
as the basis on which to determine each agency’s
quota. YsTithin this quantita.tive limit the clear-
ing house will, as fa.r as possible, take into
7 Copies of letters sent by "Share Your Home With
a Child Committee, April 23 and April 28, 1943.
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account the qualitative needs of the individual
agencies based on previous knowledge, geographical
^responsibility and soecial function.
Will you then, olease fill in this one figure
on the enclosed oost card and let us have the card
beck at your early convenience.
Some of the agencies are saying that they do
not wish to be assigned any formal quota, oreferr-
ing to have their proportion absorbed by the
clearing house for the benefit of agencies having
a larger or more urgent need. If you do not return
the oost card, may we assume that this is the atti-
tude of your agency?
8
All inquiries, therefore, were received, at one of the
six "Share Your Home With a Child" offices within the
Commonwealth. At the time of receipt of such inquiry a.
letter was sent to the applicant together with an appli-
cation blank. (See Appendix F for copy of letter to
application) .9 If there was no reply to the application sent
to the applicant, a follow-up letter was sent within a two-
week period. (See Appendix G for copy of letter).
1300 Inquiries in 10-Day Period
Although the actual figures of number of inquiries
in the analysis summary is 1523, 1300 incuiries were re-
i
i ceived in the 10-day period. The total 1523 includes a
continuation of applications received through November 1,
1943. In fact all figures in the summary are as of
8 Copy of Memorandum to Agency Executives sent out
April 8, 1943.
9 All copy of letters are ta.ken directly from the
files of the Mass Child Council and the "Share Your Home
w i th a Child Committee"

November 1, 1943. ^0
1. Total inquiries of which there is record
(including 38 out of state) 1523
2.
Referred directly to out-of-state
agencies 14
3. Homes refused on basis of initial inquiry
(predominantly adoption applications) . . . . 59
4. Apolication blanks given or sent or fur-
thur information requested 1450
5. No response to receipt of application blank
or follow-up letter
6. Letter of withdrawal in response to re-
ceipt of application blank
7. Application blanks returned or further in-
formation secured
8. Homes refused before allocation
(on basis of social service index or pre-
vious knowledge of family)
9. Homes allocated to participating agencies.
10. Homes refused by agencies
11. Homes withdrawn after agency allocation...
12. Approved homes
473
98
879
94
785
206
160
301
13. Information regarding investigation of
homes pending 114
14. Homes re-allocated to out-of-state agency. 4
15. Approved homes in use on October 15, 1943. 116
16. Homes previously used but not in use on
October 15, 1943 36
17. Total homes used as of October 15, 1943... 152
The analysis of the results shows that out of the
10 Figures taken from State Conference Summary as of
November 1
,
1943
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1523 applications received 301 homes were approved which
means that a fifth of the applications were approved.
This proportion would be a little higher if the 114 aot>li-
cations pending could be taken into consideration. 785
homes were allocated to participating agencies. The use
of homes previously used is very small, namely 36.
The 1523 apolications received were distributed among
the seven offices including Eoston and were then allocated
to the agencies in their respective vicinity as shown in
Table I.
TABLE I
TOTAL INQUIRIES, APPLICATION BLANKS GIVEN AND THOSE RETURNED,
AND HOMES ALLOCATED TO AGENCIES, BY CAMPAIGN AREAS11
Total
Inauiries
Application
Blanks Given
Application
Blanks
Returned
Homes
Allocated to
Agencies for
Investigation
Boston office 1282* 1215 696 614
Worcester office 103** 103 100 88
Springfield office 80 78 44 44
Holyoke office 9 9 2 2
Northampton office 20 20 14 14
Greenfield office 23 23 21 21
Pittsfield office 6 2 2 2
Total 1523 1450 879 785
Not including six inquiries referred to Worcester office, one
to Northampton, three to Springfield, two to Pittsfield, and
included in respective totals.
**Not including three inquiries referred to Boston office and
included in Boston total.
11 Ihi-d

From Table I it is obvious that Boston received the
most inquiries, 1382 out of which 614 homes were allocated
to agencies for investigation in the Boston area. Next in
number of applications received was Worcester with a total
of 103, out of which 88 homes were allocated to agencies.
The Springfield office was the third largest having re-
ceived 80 inquiries out of which 44 homes were allocated
to agencies. Although Greenfield received only 23 homes,
almost all the inquiries were referred to agencies for
investigation, namely, 21. In proportion to the size of
the cities it would seem to writer that the response was
a fairly good one and proportionately divided.
From the 785 homes allocated to the agencies for in-
vestigation the figures may be broken down as follows:
TABLE II
DISPOSITION OF 785 HOMES ALLOCATED TO AGENCIES12
Approved Refused W i thdrawn Pendi ng
Boston office 244 156 134 80*
Worcester office 29 37 17 5
Springfield office 21 9 3 11
Holyoke office 1 0 1 0
Northampton office 4 1 2 7
Greenfield office 2 3 3 13
Pittsfield office 0 0 0 2
Total 301 206 160 118
Four of these homes re-allocated to an out-of-state agency
and now pending.
,12L.IMd.

As pointed, out above Boston office received the most
applications. Boston also approved more homes, namely 244
There were an additional 80 homes pending. In Worcester
only 29 homes were approved and only five homes pending.
In Springfield 21 homes were approved with an additional
11 homes pending. The remainder of the city offices
showed a negligible number of homes either approved or
pending.
TABLE III
RELIGIOUS BACKGROUND OF HOMES ALLOCATED TO AGEFCIES13
Humber Per Cent
Protestant 378* 48.2
Catholic 252 32.1
Jewish 74 9.4
Mixed 45** 5.7
Information not at hand 36 4.6
Total 785 100.0
Includes one Greek Orthodox home; four colored homes
Includes two colored homes.
Out of the 785 homes allocated to agencies 378 of the
homes were Protestant, 48.2$ of the homes allocated. The
next largest was Catholic homes, 252 allocated or 32.1$.
13 Ibid.

There is a great drop in number of homes allocated in the
Jewish faith, namely 74 homes or 9.4$. Since the need is
for Catholic homes, it would seem that this need is not
being met. It i6 'impossible to determine just how many
Catholic foster homes are needed since the writer cannot
obtain these figures.
In Boston alone the proportion of homes according to
religious background approved is proportionately similar
to that of Table III. See Table IV.
TABLE IV
RELIGIOUS BACKGROUND OF HOMES APPROVED
EAST OF WORCESTER COUNTY^
(Boston Office)
Number Per Cent
Protestant 132* 54.1
Catholic 79 32.4
J ewi sh 21 8.6
Mixed 11 4.5
Information not at hand 1 .4
Total 244 100.0
Includes one Greek Orthodox home; three colored
homes.
Protestant homes seem to be the largest group of
approved homes, namely 132 or 54.1$ of the homes approved.
14 Ibid.
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Catholic homes are next, that of 79 homes or 32.4$. In
Table III writer notes the percentage was 32.1$ for Catho-
lic homes approved and in Table IV 21 or 8.6$ for Jewish
homes approved.
TABLE V
RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION, PREFERENCE AS TO AGE AND SEX,
APPROVED HOMES DESIRING ONE CHILD1 ^
(East of Worcester County - Boston Office)
Religious
Affiliation
Age not
Stated
Infant to
2 years
2-6
years
6-10
years
10-12
years
12 years
and over Tota]
Protestant 3 14 29 12 7 5 70
Catholic 1 10 17 12 5 8 53
Jewish 0 0 3 7 2 2 14
Mixed 0 0 1 1 1 0 3
'
Total 4 24 50
Boys
32 15 15 140
Protestant 1 1 8 2 2 1 15
Catholic 0 3 6 2 2 0 13
Jewish 0 0 0 1 1 0 2
Mixed 0 0 0 2 2 0 4
Total 1 4 14
Sex Preference
7 7
Not Stated
1 34
Pro testant 7 4 12 3 1 1 28
Catholic 1 1 3 0 0 0 5
Jewish 2 0 1 1 0 0 4
Mi xed 0 2 1 0 0 0 3
Not Stated 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
11 1
Total 10 8 17 4 11
Grand Total
41
215
15 Ibid.
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Two hundred and fifteen of the two hundred and forty-
four approved homes east of Worcester County desired
one child; of these two hundred and fifteen homes,
(36) 16.7$ indicated a preferende for babies; 6.5$
(14) indicated a preference for older boys.
Twenty-nine homes indicated that they would take more
than one child, several indicating that they would
take family groups; one Division of Child Guardianship
fco®e has taken a family of six children. IS
In the two-week period of the campaign a tota.l of
1300 inquiries had been received by the six campaign of-
fices over the State - Boston, Worcester, Springfield,
Pittsfield, Northampton, and Greenfield. 650 applications
to board children had been distributed to the thirty-five
participating agencies. How many of these applications
were accepted it was impossible to estimate because there
were still applications pending and agencies had not re-
ported the result of their investigation, but interpre-
tation was given to everyone of these prospective foster
parents by the representative agencies. It was thought,
however, 100 usable approved foster boarding homes would
become available immediately.
The Publicity Department of the Greater Boston Com-
munity Fund planned and mana-ged the entire newspaper cam-
paign which broke not only in the Greater Boston dailies
but also in 149 smaller town papers and which continued
with rather outstanding success over a fortnight. There
16 Ibid.
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were 85 unpurerasable columns of copy and picture space.
The publicity staff members of the children's agencies
presented and selectively distributed 20,000 folders and
4000 posters. Campaign cost was $1200.
Contributing Success of Joint State-Wide Ca.mpaign
Quantitatively the campaign succeeded in interesting
1523 inquirers by November 1st. Applicants applied to six
campaign offices over the State - Boston, Worcester, Spring-
field, Northampton, Greenfield, and Pittsfield. A total
of 785 homes have been distributed among the thirty-five
participating child-placing agencies for investigation.
Out of these homes 301 applications have been approved
which is 301 more than if the campaign had not taken
place. This was possible through the dramatic, unified
appeal making foster boarding homes known to many persons
unconscious of such a service.
Two elements make up the success of recruitment:
(l) an intensive limited over-all campaign of all the
agencies employing all the effective media of publicity -
newspaper, house organs, radio, group speaking, wide-
spread use of pamphlets, poster display and sponsorship
of groups and (2) a continuous follow through by each
agency, interpreting and educating the public to their
needs.
17 Ibid.
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No new agency was set up. The Boston Council of So-
cial Agencies through the Children’s Department mp.de avail-
able many resources. The Massachusetts Child Council which
supplied the Boston Office headquarters gave most gener-
ously of its staff time and afforded the channel for state-
wide cooperation. The home finders of the children's agen-
cies under the leadership of the Chief Home Finder of the
Division of Child Guardianship was lent full time for the
fortnight campaign to direct the discriminative business
of allocating applications to each of the thirty-five
agencies, on the basis of quota and specialized function.
The Children's Aid Association lent a valued staff member
as Secretary to the 3oston office. The Boston Social
Service Index gave freely of its clearing service. The
Committee of the Permanent Charity Fund, Inc. took over
the greater amount of the total campaign expenses. The
specialized agencies took over at the point of referral
and followed through with their specialized skills based
on actual individual agency needs as the placement of
babies, convalescents, families of children together and
difficult older children. In general the homes that
seemed to be good for long-time use were referred to the
Division of Child Guardianship and those which appeared
better for shorter time use to the private agency. The
allocating process was made easier by conferring with both
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public and private agency workers first. On a smaller
scale the same cooperation was effected in the Worcester
office for the whole of Worcester County, and in the Spring-
field office which chose to decentralize to cover Hampden
County from Springfield, Hampshire County from Northampton,
Berkshire County from Pittsfield and Franklin County from
Greenfield. Educational benefits of the campaign were
felt to carry over to the community for a long time.
Plans for Continuing Share Your Hnme With a Child Committee
Because the war situation seemed to be continuing
to break up homes and to increase the need of foster care
for children, the State-Wide agencies which united in
this past effort agreed that the project should continue
with central headquarters at the Massachusetts Child
Council as the clearing house. The Council also felt it
best to add to its staff an experienced worker in the
field to assist in carrying on the -project.
The tentative plan was to possibly stage intense
campaigns in certain areas determined by a geographical
study. Periodic publicity was to be based on agency
needs and specialized work with the newspapers. It was
felt that any future publicity effort should present a
realistic picture of agency needs perhaps based on the
"New York Times 100 Neediest Cases". Emphasis on increased
need for homes for children as a result of the war situ-
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ation should be the kernel of publicity stressing essen-
tially the need of love, affection, and security for
foster children. A meeting was scheduled for the fall to
discuss further plans.
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CHAPTER IV
NEW PROGRAM, 1944-45
Program for Local Campaigns
On September 25, 1944 a meeting was held of the exe-
cutive committee and a report was presented to the group
by the professional person appointed as Secretary of the
“Share Your Home With a Child" program. During the sum-
mer the executives of the thirty-five participating agen-
cies in the campaign of 1943 had been interviewed to see
what their special needs were and to find out if they
were planning any special programs for meeting these
needs. It was agreed that a large campaign was inadvis-
able and that all publicity should be centered around def-
inite requests such as homes for babies, for adolescents
and for families of children. It was felt that small
local campaigns in areas where not many foster children
were placed might be helpful. A geographical study was
made to find out where foster homes were located through-
out Massachusetts. The study was based upon the Division
of Child Guardianship figures of foster home placement so
was just an approximation. The percentage arrived at was
by taking the population figure of a given area divided
into the number of children placed in foster homes in this
locality. It was found in the town of Avon, the number of
children placed was .17$ of the population whereas in
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Newton the percentage was .06$. 1 It was therefore felt
Newton might be a good concentration point. In this study
wage homes were not included. A map was plotted showing
the results of the study and also indicating resources of
all the communities in Massachusetts including hospitals
with Out Patient Departments and social service depart-
ments, high and low employment areas, industrial centers,
manufacturing plants, Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, 4-H Clubs,
Camp Fire Girls, High Schools, Specialized Schools such
as classes for retarded children, sight-saving classes,
vocational schools, lip-reading classes, churches, in-
cluding Catholic, Episcopal, Congregational, and so forth.
In looking at the map, one could often tell whether place-
ment involved a home far from client* s original neighbor-
hood or not; whether certain sections were definitely be-
low living standards or lacked adequate provision for
educational and recreational facilities; and why special
areas were preferred to others.
During the summer also selected homes withdrawn be-
fore allocation at the time of the state-wide campaign were
recontacted. Several good homes were obtained in this
way. A card index of special requests from agencies for
homes for particular children was kept and a suggestion of
homes was made whenever possible. Out of this is growing
1 Share Your Home With a Child Committee geograph-
ic tabulation, January 1944. '
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a workable card file. The Secretary prepared publicity
material for newspaners, contacts with editors and fea-
ture writers, interviews with foster mothers in several
agencies and write-ups of material obtained from them.
Articles were written featuring the foster home rather
than the child, though there were many stories of chil-
dren. Tentative plans included regular releases to the
newspapers on a state-wide basis, sneaking dates whenever
possible, a luncheon meeting of all member agencies at
the State Conference and a smaller informal gathering of
home finders from all over the State. Since the geograph-
ical study pointed out that Newton is a community of ex-
cellent resources, with a very small percentage of foster
homes in relation to the population, a small local cam-
paign was planned under the auspices of the Newton Com-
munity Council. Since the Share Your Home Committee now
receives half of its support from the Greater Boston United
Fund, it was felt desirable to use the red feather symbol
on the letterheads.
Instead of fourteen members comprising the executive
committee as stated in the original program, there are now
sixteen members. The members were selected for various
reasons. First they represent private and public agencies.
Secondly they represent all areas of Massachusetts. Third
they represent religious denominations. Fourth, the group
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is cotrroosed of case workers, heads of agencies, publicity
people. The group is coordinated through several joint
meetings a yea„r. There is just one paid worker and the
others in the group donate their services.
Like the original campaign, headquarters for the State
are centered at the Massachusetts Child Council, 41 Mt.
Vernon Street, Boston. The Secretary was loaned for an
indeterminate period by the Boston Children's Aid Associ-
ation to be the professional person to carry on the proj-
ect. This worker receives a salary for the important re-
sponsibility of administering to the agencies' needs.
At the annual meeting November 29, 1944 at the Massa-
chusetts Conference of Social Workers, Hotel Statler, five
aspects of the work were presented by the Secretary to the
group:
1. An attempt is being made to act as a clearing
house for the agencies by keeping a file of
schools and of homes which agencies are not
using which may be used on a loan basis to
other agencies. There is also a file being
kept of any special needs for a particular home
for an individual child.
2. In October, a letter waw sent to all foster
parents of all agencies for two purooses: one
to acknowledge their services and express the
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agencies* gratitude; second to ask for sug-
gestions for publicity ourposes. The foster
parents cooperated by sending in a sizable
amount of material. Since all agencies as
far west as Worcester were desperately in need
of baby homes, an aopea.1 was sent to one hun-
dred selected weekly newspapers, but very few
prospects responded. Only ten usable homes
were received. Seven special articles inter-
preting the work of child-placing agencies and
extolling foster parents were written in the
hope of their publication by some newspaper,
but the newspapers failed to accept the arti-
cles feeling that the world-wide news at this
time was more important. However, the material
will be used in either sneaking or radio pub-
licity.
3. From the geographic study it was felt that cer-
tain areas with good resources have few foster
homes so it was felt that these communities
should lend themselves to future local campaigns.
I
However, campaigns will not be initiated unless
the community itself asks for such a program.
4. An attempt is to be made to promote closer con-
tact and closer cooperation among home finders
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throughout Massachusetts. A meeting was held
therefore during the State Conference of Home
Finders from different parts of Massachusetts
to discuss informally their individual and
mutual problems. It was felt that an Institute
for Home Finders should be planned to take place
at the Child Welfare League Regional Conference
sometime in the spring. There was also felt the
need for some kind of central registration for
adoption applicants.
5. The Newton Community Council invited the Share
Your Home Committee to conduct a local campaign
for recruiting foster homes in Newton to begin
in January 1945. The work of organizing and
conducting the campaign was left to the respon-
sibility of the Share Your H0rae Committee, al-
though the Foster Homes and Public Relations
Committees of the Newton Community Council as-
sisted.
The Greater Boston United War Fund is sharing half
the financial responsibility with the Permanent Charity
Fund. This Fund is available for this project because the
campaign is on a more or less state-wide basis and not
restricted to Boston.
The operating procedure of the oroject is as follows:
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
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the prospective foster parent can apply either by letter,
telephone, or in person. If she applies by letter, an
acknowledgement is sent to the applicant (see Appendix H)
with an application blank (see Appendix I), a folder (see
Appendix J) and a self-addressed card (see Appendix K)
.
If the name of a prospective foster mother is received
indirectly, a special letter is sent to her (see Appendix
L). If an agency is not able to use a home immediately,
a letter of exolanation is sent to the prospective foster
parent (see Appendix M) . Often times an inquiry will come
in - an application will be sent out, but there will be no
response to the application. In such cases a. special
follow-up letter is mailed. (See Appendix U). To in-
quiries concerning the adoption of children, a friendly
acknowledgement letter is written (see Appendix 0).^
If the foster parent applies by telephone, questions
are answered and usually an appointment is made for a per-
sonal interview. If this is not possible, a letter, folder
and blank are mailed. If the applicant applies in person,
the interview includes an interpretation of how child-plac-
ing agencies function, what it means to be a foster parent
and what it means to a child to leave his own home and go
to live with foster parents. Application blanks may be
2 Copies of letters are taken directly from the
files of Massachusetts Child Council and Share Your Home
With a Child Committee.
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filled out in the office or given to the applicant to take
home and send in later. A folder always accompanies the
aonlication blank.
When the application blank is filled in comole tely, an
inquiry is made at the Social Service Index. If there is
an Index on the family, the agency or agendies are tele-
phoned to see what the contact has been and whether or not
that home is not already active with the agency. Occa-
sionally a foster mother is already active with one agency,
yaert asking for children from other agencies. That is
known as 11 shopping around".
If any adverse information is received on the appli-
cation, a letter of refusal is written to the applicant.
These letters have to be carefully worded and the utmost
tact must be used since the applicant is offering a serv-
ice. This is an important public relations job, for the
client must not be left with any feeling of resentment.
If there is no adverse information on the home, it is
then turned over to one of the child-planing agencies for
investigation. A letter is then sent to the foster par-
ents telling them that a worker will make a home visit
from whatever agency is given the aopli cation.
The agency then contacts the foster parents and
completes the investigation. The home is either: 1. Ap-
proved; 3. Withdrawn; 3. Refused; 4. Returned for re-
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allocation when not fitting the need of the given agency
but thought to be usable Perhaps by another agency.
Newton Campaign Se ts Pattern ^
Newton was the first city to request the Share Your
Home With a Child Committee to plan a recruitment of foster
homes. It was felt that this intensive community experi-
ment might set the pattern for similar projects in selected
towns throughout Massachusetts. It was a cooperative plan,
therefore, between the Newton Community Council and Share
Your Home With a Child Committee. The purpose was twofold.
First it was an attempt to recruit more foster boarding
homes. Second, it was an a.ttempt to "educate the commu-
nity to an awareness of the needs of children whose homes
have been broken" and oossibly stimulate community action
in meeting the need. All the Newton agencies dealing with
children worked together with the Share Your Heme With a
Child representative. Every medium of publicity was used -
newspapers, radio, speaking engagements, window displays,
distribution of literature and follow-up telephone calls.
The campaign covered the period from January 14
through January 25, 1945. The Newton Community Council
provided office space for headquarters, contributed cler-
3 Greater Boston Community Council, "Newton Flan
Provides Pattern for Foster Home Campaigns", The Bulletin
,
March 1945, pp. 1 and 3.
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ical assistance and through its Public Relations and Foster
Homes Committees, helped to effectively publicize the need
for foster boarding homes. The Greater Boston Community
Council and the Greater Boston Community Fund also coop-
erated. The expense for the campaign was met through
11 Share Your Home With a Child” and the Newton Community
Council
.
The Public Relations Committee of Newton Community
Council supervised the overall program of promotion. A
leaflet was published describing the need, explaining the
requirements and making an intense appeal for cooperation
from parents of the community to give temporary care to a
child from a broken home. There were timely radio an-
nouncements placed through the Greater Boston Community
Fund's Radio Department. There were series of news
stories in local and Boston papers. The Secretary of the
Share Your Home With a Child Committee coordinated and
directed the project. She answered questions, registered
homes and names of prospective parents and allocated the
applications immediately to child-placing agencies on a
quota basis as well as on the basis of religion - Catholic,
Jewish and Protestant. One of the specifications given to
the agencies by the Committee was that if a home did not
meet the requirement of the agency, it should be reported
immediately back to the Committee so that another agency
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could contact the parents and possibly use the home,
either in the Newton area or another community.
The importance of this campaign was not primarily
the concrete results, that is, the number of homes found
and approved, but the all-over educational aspects. Pre-
liminary steps were taken before the campaign was launched.
A series of letters was mailed to various Newton resources
written on Newton Community Council stationery - to libra-
rians, to foster parents, to Red Cross workers and fifty
copies to schools (see Appendix P. through R).^
In addition to the letters there were four radio uro-
grams of fifteen minutes each. One was an interview be-
tween a foster mother and father who have been caring for
foster children for the past twenty years and the Secre-
tary of Share Your Home With a Child Committee. Priscilla
Fortescue, WEEI, interviewed a foster mother who had cared
for babies for sometime. Julie Kirlin of the Greater
Boston War Fund presented the story of the campaign on her
regular program 11 Let’s Talk About Children". The program
was introduced by Dr. Homer W. Anderson, Chairman of the
campaign and superintendent of schools in Newton. There
were spot announcements also. There were speakers at
Rotary Clubs, churches, and groups within churches. The
4 Copies of letters are taken directly from the
files of the Mass Child Council and Share Your Home’Withaa
Child Committee.
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church bulletins had announcements printed in their Sunday
programs. Altogether 10,000 leaflets were printed of which
7000 were distributed during the campaign and the remainder
are still in the process of distribution.
Newton Aware of Foster Home Needs
It was felt that Newton, as a community, should be
aware now of the needs of children, and the way has been
paved for agencies to go into Newton and do their own re-
cruiting. Although the quantitative figures are not high
(see summary chart below)^the many channels of oublicity
reached most of the residents of Newton in one way or an-
other.
1. Total number of applications
(including 62 living outside Newton 115
2. Homes allocated to participating agencies... 51
3. Homes returned and allocated to other
agencies 5
4. Homes approved by agencies
(7 are not in use at present; 2 of these
unknown whether used; 1 was never used) ... 16
5. Homes refused by agencies 19
6. Homes withdrawn 80
It will be noted that 115 inquiries were received out
of which 62 were from outside Newton. 51 inquiries were
allocated to agencies out of which 16 were approved.
Table VI shows that although 115 inquiries were re-
5 Final reoort, Newton Campaign, October 5, 1945.
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ceived from the Newton campaign, 51 applications were
allocated to Eoston agencies.
TABLE VI
DISPOSITION OF 115 HOMES ALLOCATED TO AGENCIES6
Homes
Allocation Re-allocation Approved
Children’s Aid Association 13
Division of Child Guardianship 9
Jewish Child Welfare 8
Children's Friend Society 7
Catholic Charitable Bureau 3
Little Wanderers' Home 3
Church Home Society 3
Division of Mental Hygiene 2
Children's Mission 1
Child Welfare Division 1
Avon Home 1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
1
4
2
0
4
2
2
2
0
0
0
0
Total 51 5 16
It will be noted on Table VI that 13 homes were
allocated to Children's Aid Association out of which 4
were approved and one home re-allocated because unsuitable
for that agency. The second agency, and the largest in the
city doing child placing, the Division of Child Guardian-
ship, received 9 homes out of which two were approved and
one re-allocated because unsuitable for the agency. Sur-
prisingly enough out of the 8 homes allocated to the Jewish
Child Welfare none were approved. Children's ^riend Soci-
ety receiving 7 homes were able to approve more than half
7 Ibid.
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or 4 homes. The total homes allocated were 51 out o*’ which
16 were approved or about one-third of the total.
Out of the 115 homes there were 5 religious background
s
represented as shown in Table VII.
TABLE VII
RELIGIOUS BACKGROUND 0^ APPLICANTS m0 AGENCIES7
Number
Protestant 38
Roman Catholic 40
Jewi sh 9
Christian Scientist 2
Greek Orthodox 1
Mixed 4
Unknown 21
Total 115
There was a. slight difference in the religious back-
ground of applicants to agencies from that of previous
campaigns, namely 40 Roman Catholic and 38 Protestant.
Jewish background was third as previously.
7 Ibid.

It is interesting to note in Table VIII the kinds of
children wanted.
TABLE VIII
CHILDREN WANTED®
Number
Baby 33
Adoption 2
Girl 3-12 16
Girl over 12 12
Boy 3-12 10
Boy over 12 1
Either Boy or Girl 19
Two children 6
Day Care 2
Convalescent child 2
Preference not stated 13
Total 115
From the above Table VIII one can see that babies (32)
seemed to be most wanted; either boy or girl amounted to
19 and next in preference was a girl 3 - 12.
8 Ibid.

61
5000 Pamphlets Distributed in New Bedford^
Ho particular plan was made for a campaign in New
Bedford, although material was discussed and given to the
New Bedford Times, stressing the need for foster homes.
Several radio spot-announcements were prepared for use on
New Bedford Stations. 5000 pamphlets similar to those
used in Newton were distributed but no active campaign
took place.
" Share Your Home Sunday”
,
Lowell^O
The City of Lowell asked for assistance in recruiting
foster homes for its area. So the Share Your Home With a
Child Committee’s Secretary planned a one-day campaign
which broke on Sunday, May 13 when an announcement was
made in all the Lowell Churches of the need for foster homes
for children. Two feature articles appeared in the Lowell
Sunday Telegram on two different Sundays. News articles
were sent to all Lowell newspapers. A letter was sent to
all the churches asking that the need for foster homes be
announced on "Share Your Home Sunday". 10,000 pamphlets
were printed, Lowell paying forty per cent of the cost.
Ten homes were visited but there is no word of how many
were found to be accepted.
9 Notes of Meeting of the Executive Committee, May 1,
1945.
10 Ibid.
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All-Out Campaign. Worcester
At the request of the Worcester Community Council
plans were made for en all-out campaign the week of May
20. Headquarters were setup in the Council office. The
organization and publicity were directed and carried
through by the Secretary of the Share Your Home With a
Child Committee with the assistance of the Foster Homes
Committee of the Worcester Community Council.
As a preliminary to this campaign on March 20, 1945
the following letter went out to member organizations of
the Council:
To secure foster homes for children who need
them, a nationwide " Share-Your-Home M campaign is
about to be started.
There is a real need for foster homes in
Worcester.
We would like to have you or a representative
from your organization serve on the Worcester Share-
Your-Home Campaign Committee. Will you kindly reply
on the enclosed card as soon as possible.
As soon as names have been received, we shall
call a meeting of the Committee to tell them the story
and the job which is expected of Committee members.
Your cooneration will be much appreciated, for
this campaign is to meet a real and growing need.il
The week of April 25 a series of letters were sent to
various groups of Worcester and Southern Worcester County
described in the previous Newton Campaign. However, a
11 Copy of letter sent to member organizations of
the Council by ?/orcester Community Council.
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special letter was sent by the Worcester Community Council
to the service clubs, to all groups interested in the wel-
fare of children, and to the pastor of churches. (see
Appendix S)
.
Other media of publicity included newspaper articles,
direct speaking engagements and five radio programs. Two
programs were presented over WAAB. They were of fifteen
minute duration - one was a dramatic presentation and one
was a program which featured an interview with the Secre-
tary of Share Your Home With a Child Committee by Judy
Atkinson, on her regular broadcast. Another program was
presented over WORC. Mrs. Williams of that station intro-
duced the Secretary in a fifteen-minute presentation in
the form of a dialogue. Over WTAG there were two fifteen
minute interviews - a foster mother of a baby took part in
one and in the other a foster parent who had given tempo-
rary care of children for many years spoke. In the appen-
dix will be found a series of broadcasts presented the
week of May 30. "Larry Finds a Dad" was broadcast over
station WAAB at 7:45 P.M. on Tuesday, May 22, 1945. (see
Appendix T) Spot announcements were broadcast under the
title "Have You a Home for Them?" (see Appendix U).
In September of 1S45 a summary of the results of the
Worcester Campaign was sent to the members of the Share
Your Home With a Child Committee along with the following
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letter:
To Members of the Worcester September 5, 1945
§5ar e Your Home .Vi th a Ch i 1d Commi 1 1 e e
:
1
2
I wish to take this opportunity to thank you for
your interest and help in our local drive for foster
homes, and to report to you the result of our efforts.
The four child-placing agencies tell us that
homes will continue to be needed where children can
have the loving though temporary care they are de-
prived of by the loss or illness of a real mother.
I know you are glad to have had a share in this
work and I hope we may call on you again to help us.
The Summary : 13
The Share Your Home With a Child Campaign in
Worcester ended officially on May 26, but the final
results will not be known until the new foster homes
which have been found and approved have been used for
one or more children over a period of time. However,
the Council is sending this preliminary report to all
members of the Committee whose advice and help made
possible the carrying out of the project.
The publicity included the direct aooeal by
letter to churches and civic organizations throughout
Southern Worcester County, appeals through newspapers
in the area, both dailies and weeklies, programs on
the three radio stations, a sign over City Hall, and
the distribution of pamphlets interpreting the need
for foster homes.
Organizations were cooperative in speaking
about the campaign at their meetings, and Mr. Thomas
F. Power, Superintendent of Schools in Worcester,
offered to distribute pamphlets to all teachers in
elementary grades and high schools. The three radio
stations were generous in offering time on the air,
12 Copy of letter sent by Worcester Community Council
to Clubs, Churches and Child-Welfare Groups on April 25, 1945.
13 Report of the 1946 Share Your Home With a Child
Campaign sponsored by Worcester Community Council.
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so that, in addition to snot announcement s used at
various times, there were five fifteen-minute pro-
grams devoted to the Campaign. Newsuaoer space was
harder to obtain than in normal times, due to short-
age of paper and of staff, and abundance of news of
world-wide interest. However, there was a nrelimi-
nary article describing the Campaign in many of the
papers throughout Southern Worcester County, a news
feature in the Sunday Telegram on the opening day of
the Campaign, a report of the progress of the Cam-
paign and a Sunday feature by Nancy Burncoat.
Filene's gave us a window display, and several
of the stores, including Filene's, used spot appeals
on their radio programs, and small insets in the
corner of their newspaper advertisements.
A total of seventy-eight inquiries were received
from twenty-four towns and cities in Southern Worcester
County. The families who offered to share their homes
had the idea of service uppermost in their minds. As
of September 1, fifteen out of seventy-eight appli-
cations were accepted - a ratio of one in five.
Since the average acceptance of foster homes is
about one in ten, it would aopear that a large num-
ber of persons who have offered to share their homes
with a child have been really in earnest and have
been equipped to meet required standards.
The Allocating Committee, which includes repre-
sentatives from the four child-placing agencies,
plans to meet regularly and to continue to use
publicity for recruiting more homes as they are needed.
It is the observation of this committee that while
policies in the four agencies vary slightly, all seem
to have equally high standards of foster home care.
The Campaign has orepared the ground work which
must be followed by regular carefully planned efforts
to keep people aware of the need.
Acceptance of Foster Homes On e in Five, Worcesterl4
The summary of the Worcester Campaign as of September
1, 1945^-^shows that 78 inquiries were received out of which
1945
14 Summary of Worcester Campaign as of September 1,
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15 homes were approved, a ratio of one in five. The sum-
mary is as follows:
1. Total inquiries received, either by mail,
telephone or visit as a result of which
application blanks were given or sent 78
2. No response to receipt of application blank
or follow-up letter 3
3. Homes refused before allocation (on basis of
Social Service Index or previous knowledge
of family) 13
4. Homes allocated to participating agencies
Division of Child Guardianship 14
Worcester Beard of Public Welfare.... 15
Worcester Children's Friend Society. 19
Veterans' Service Organization 10
Referred to other districts
_2 . . . . 60
5. Homes refused by agencies 8
6. Homes withdrawn after agency allocation 16
7. Homes approved 15
8. Information regarding investigation of homes
pending 19
9. Geographical distribution of all inquiries
Worcester
23 other towns 31
Number of Catholic 18
Protestant 27
Jewi sh 1
Mixed homes. . .
.
8
Unknown 24 78
11. Ages of children asked for:
Infants to 2 years 8
Pre-school 2-6 years 8
School age 6-16 years.... 36
No preference 26 78
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Forty percent of the cost of the Campaign was assumed
by the Worcester Community Council, a Golden Rule Fund
Service. Sixty percent of the cost was assumed by the
Share Your Home With a Child Committee.
The above summary shows that 78 inquiries were re-
ceived out of which 60 were assigned to four local child-
placing agencies of Worcester. 47 of the inquiries were
received from Worcester itself, the remaining came from
towns outside of Worcester. The religious preference
follows the previous campaigns, namely Protestant homes
27, Catholic 18. The most popular age for a child re-
quested was 6-16 years, school age. Although the ratio
is estimated as one out of five homes approved, this ratio
may be increased because of the 19 applications pending. •
" War Orphans Seek Homes; Plight Critical ” 1
5
Other than the campaigns described on April 1 a
feature article by Robert Playfair was published in the
Boston Sunday Globe stressing the need for foster homes
during wartime. This article was the most successful
publicity in any program sponsored by the Share Your Home
With a Child Committee. 172 applications were received
within the month of April. A further discussion of this
article will appear in Chapter V.
15 The Boston Sunday Globe
.
April 1, 1S45.
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Approve One in 8 Homes January 1944
through October 30. 1945
From the analysis of the statistical summary from
January 1, 1944 through October 30, 1945^6 it is found
that one in eight homes have been approved. There were a
total of 970 applications out of which 116 were approved.
The analysis is as follows:
1. Number of applications 970
2. Number of homes allocated to agencies 295
3. Approved homes 116
4. Homes refused as unsuitable 245
5. *Withdrawn homes before investigation 503
6. Applications pending as of October 30, 1945 66
Twenty-one of these are still considered possibil-
ities for a particular child. They were held pend-
ing allocating for two months, but no agency has
been able to use them.
It will be noted from the above Table that only 295
homes were allocated to agencies out of the total in-
quiries which seems quite small. 116 homes were approved
and 66 are still pending. The total of 503 homes with-
drawn is more than half which seems to writer to be a
rather large proportion.
In Table IX writer is indicating the source of the
970 new inquiries from all sources.
16 Statistical Summary January 1, 1944 through
October 30, 1945.
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TAELE IX
SOURCES OF INQUIRIES FROM ALL SOURCES17
July 1, 1944 July 1, 1945
Sources: July 1. 1945 Oct. 30, 1945 Total
Feature article in Boston Gl©fe« 186 0 186
Newton Campaign 116 0 116
Other Agencies^ 105 32 137
Worcester Campaign 75 0 75
Lowell Campaign 10 0 10
Miscellaneous** 268 6 274
News release July 19th 0 79 79
Governor Tobin's release 0 4 4
News release August 16th 0 28 28
Reapplication 0 5 5
Advertisement Globe, September 2 0 15 15
Release September 13th 0 15 15
Release September 27th 0 17 17
Pamphlets distributed 0 3 3
Unknown probably pamphlet 0 5 5
Globe article April 1st 0 1 1
Total 760 210 970
Means other child-placing agencies unable to use specific
foster homes have given the name of the unused home to
Share Your Rome With a Child Committee for allocation to
another agency.
Miscellaneous includes direct aopeals by newspaper, radio,
etcetera.
From Ts.ble IK then, outside of the 268 inquiries from
miscellaneous articles, the outstanding number of inquiries
were secured from the feature article in the Boston Globe
which pulled 186 inquiries. The Newton campaign drew 116
inquiries. From this analysis it would seem that a
17 Ibid.
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feature article by a professional writer is the most effec-
tive tyoe of recruitment.
In Table X appears the number of homes allocated to
the agencies of the Commonwealth.
TABLE X
NUMBER OF HOMES ALLOCATED TO AGENCIES18
July 1, 1944 July 1945
July 1, 1945 Oct
.
30, 1945 Total
Division of Child Guardianship 68 18 86
Children’s Aid Association 47 21 68
Little Wanderers’ Home 17 5 22
Jewish Child Welfare Association 16 1 17
Boston Children's Friend Society 20 7 27
Catholic Charitable Bureau 8 4 12
Children's Mission to Children 9 1 10
Avon Home 12 2 14
Child Welfare Division 5 0 5
Church Home Society 6 3 9
Lynn Child Welfare House 6 0 6
Mass. Division Mental Health 4 0 4
Haverhill Children's Aid Society 2 3 5
Wachusett Children's Aid Society 3 2 5
Worcester Children's Friend 1 0 1
Lawrence City Mission 0
_4 4
Total 224 71 295
It will be noted that Children’s Aid Association re-
ceived more allocation of homes than any of the other
private agencies. This was because Children’s Aid uses
homes outside of Massachusetts as well as a greater distance
from Boston within Massachusetts. The largest allocation
18 Ibid.
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was to the Division of Child (Juardianship, a State agency.
Table XI shows the disposition of approved homes as
obtained from all sources.
TABLE XI
DISPOSITION OF APPROVED HOMES OBTAINED FROM ALL SOURCES^
July 1, 1244 July 1, 1945
July 1, 1S45 Oct
.
30, 1945 Total
Globe Article 29 4 30
Newton Campaign 15 0 15
Worcester Campaign 13 0 13
Other Agencies* 13 4 17
Miscellaneous** 19 0 19
Walter Winchell release 0 2 2
Governor Tobin’s release 0 2 2
News release July 19th 0 10 10
News release August 16th 0 3 3
News release September 13th JO J2 2
Total 89 27 116
Means other child-placing agencies unable to use specific
foster homes have given the name of the unused home to
Share Your Home With a Child Committee for allocation to
another agency.
Miscellaneous includes direct appeals by newspaper, radio,
etcetera.
It will be seen that a total of 116 homes were obtained
from newspaper oublicity, the greater amount coming in dur-
ing July 1, 1944 through July 1, 1945, a total of 89 homes.
The Eoston Globe seemed to be the most effective paper for
releasing news items to obtain foster homes.
IS Ibid.
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There were 760 applications during the year from
July 1, 1944 to July 1, 1945. Of these 655 applications
were received within the past six months when intensive
publicity had been used. 89 homes were approved and 200
others were still pending acceptance or refusal. The re-
mainder, 471, were refused as unsuitable or withdrawn be-
cause of some family change in clans.
Between January 1 and November 1, 1945 there have
been 833 inquiries. Of these 95 homes were approved,
less than 1 in 8. 66 homes were still pending on Novem-
ber 1 because the investigation was incomplete.
Results of New Program of Share Your Home
With a Child Committee
The program of Share Your Home With a Child Commit-
tee from 1944-45, unlike the first campaign, specialized
in short local campaigns. Successful programs were
carried out in Newton, Lowell, Worcester, and a "bang-up”
feature article brought in 186 inquiries to Boston head-
quarters.
The office was in charge of a. Secretary borrowed from
Children’s Aid Association. It was her job to direct and
organize each campaign. This included releases to news-
papers, radio announcements and programs, distribution of
anplications, pamphlets and folders. Thirteen informal
talks were presented around Massachusetts. Several hun-
dred prospective foster parents were interviewed as well

as individuals in search of information or advice.
There was one office maintained at the headquarters
of the Massachusetts Child Council. As each city asked
for a recruitment urogram, temporary offices were set up
in that city. As previously, the Permanent Charity Fund,
Inc. contributed to the expense of Share Your Home With a
Child Committee. Instead of paying the greater expense
the cost was divided one-half paid by the Greater War
Fund and one-half paid by the Permanent Charity Fund, Inc.
Some of the cities contributed a certain percentage toward
their own local campaign.
There were 760 applications received during the year
July 1, 1944 through July 1, 1945 and 833 inquiries re-
ceived from July 1, 1945 to October 30, 1945. Out of
these 200 and 95 homes were approved respectively. This
means that less than one in eight homes were approved.
At first the agencies did not expect as quick a
response to the campaign and so were not prepared. They
did not have enough psersonnel to make investigations
immediately after an application was received. The policy
was just to allocate an inquiry to any agency. At the
present time the allocation is based on the type of home
an agency is seeking. The interview itself takes place
after allocation rather than before. There must be care-
ful handling of rejected applicants so that friends are
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made rather than enemies. Applications should be followed
up within forty-eight hours otherwise a. letter explaining
the delay should be sent to inquirers.
The sharing experience of working together with other
agencies proved to be very valuable. It was felt there
would not be the same degree of success if the agencies
worked alone.
It was felt that publicity should emphasize soecific
rather than general types of foster homes requested. It
was also felt there was a need for continuous individual
effort by agencies to sustain foster homes. There seemed
to be the opportunity for excellent interoretation
through the press and personal interviews. A wide
program of publicity must be utilized to make recruitment
for foster homes successful.
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CHAPTER V
SHARE YOUR HOME WITH A CHILD PROGRAM HOLDS ITS OWN
WITH OTHER CITIES
Successful Publicity Media
In planning publicity for such a campaign as recruit-
ment of foster boarding homes it is obvious that a fairly
wide program must be utilized. The object of a camoaign
is to obtain new foster homes through an intensive pub-
licity campaign. It is in reality a project Of community
organization. A campaign to be effective not only gives
adequate recognition to present foster parents for the
service they are giving to children but also opens up new
foster homes. There are many ways of dividing a publicity
venture such as this. There is the general appeal to the
community over the radio and through wide and consistent
commercial advertising in Metropolitan and neighborhood
newspapers. There are appeals to selected groups and in-
dividuals in a concentrated area thought to be good terri-
tory for foster homes. There is the course of employing
a specialized home finder to contact and encourage persons
to board children. There is the program in which foster
mothers* themselves are worked with to obtain additional
homes through word-to-mouth. There is the program by
which the children's case worker herself recruits homes
for the agency for which she is working. There is the use
of volunteers in "house-to-house” canvass. There are film
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programs to aid in recruiting. In the following campaigns
several of these methods of publicity were used.
“Teamwork in Home Finding", Hew York City, July 19421
In the New York City Campaign publicity people consti-
tuted an important part of the planning and execution of
the program. This group advised the agencies to have a
"springboard" for launching of the campaign. The campaign
was therefore launched at a luncheon meeting. Miss
Katherine Lenroot of the U. S. Children’s Bureau presented
the problem of finding foster homes from the National view-
point and the late William Hodson, Commissioner of Public
Welfare of New York City presented it from the viewpoint
of New York City. More than one hundred articles planned
by the publicity committee were released through a public-
ity committee were released through a publicity man and
appeared in Metropolitan and local newspapers. It was
found that the response was particularly good when news-
papers inserted coupons on which inquiries could be made.
Wide use was made of children’s pictures and human interest
stories. Besides daily press releases the publicity in-
cluded five radio broadcasts, a telecast and several maga-
zine articles. Since the greater response came from news-
papers, no special effort was made to obtain radio time or
to develop special skills for radio broadcasts. Frequent
1 "Teamwork in Home Finding", Chi l ei
Welfare League of America, Inc. Bulletin, May 1943, pp. 144,7.
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comments from applicants that they were unaware of a foster
home program showed that a large new audience was being
reached through publicity. There was also felt the need
for continuous interpretation of the program. The news-
paper articles were more humanly and appealingly presented.
The Committee also planned borough meetings of foster par-
ents at which representative people spoke and usually a
musical program was presented. Eight to nine hundred
people have attended with their friends. Such a meeting
was felt to provide not only individual and group interests
but was an excellent basis for interpretation and newspaper
publicity. The campaign had been in progress five and one-
half months when these figures were quoted. The number of
applications for this period was 3203 out of which 7$ or
225 had been approved so far and 148 pending. There were
917 additional applications received from out-of-state mak-
ing a total of 4120.
"Teamwork: A Key to a Thousand Doors". Cleveland.
Fovemb~er"l^¥3^
In Cleveland the campaign was opened by a meeting honor-
ing several hundred foster parents. The program was cli-
maxed by the awarding of citations by the Mayor to foster
parents who had given many long years of service. Printed
and mimeographed material were used including a pamphlet
2 Jack Yearnan Bryan, "Teamwork: A Key to A Thousand
Doors"
,
Child Welfare League of America, Inc. Bulletin
.
March 1944, pp. 5-7.
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designed to highlight concisely the need for foster parents.
This was supplemented with an information bulletin which
gave additional information of the qualifications of foster •
parenthood. There was excellent newspaper publicity whic&
included releases to large dailies as well as to Negro,
national, religious, labot end suburban publications. Radio
programs and spot announcements were arranged with five local
radio stations. Participating in the programs were foster
parents, agency boa.rd members, executives as well as chil-
dren who lived in foster homes. Miscellaneous publicity
included a special appeal from the Bishop of the Cleveland
Diosce addressed to all priests in the area. The Protestant
Church Federation urged its members to announce the cam-
paign in their church bulletins and a prominent rabbi sent
appeals to all synagogues. The Federation of Catholic
Women’s Clubs distributed ISO, 000 campaign leaflets at
church masses. The Speaker’s Bureau was operated cooper-
atively with agency representatives and the local office
of Civilian Defense. This method was felt particularly
effective since two hundred meetings were covered. Films
were used at a number of meetings. Spot announcements were
arranged at a local charity football game. This was a ten-
day campaign. 1140 leads were received out of which 114
homes were approved. There were 62 applications pending.
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" Home Finding Project 11 , Los Angeles
November 8. 1943 to 3£ay 15~. 1944^
The Los Angeles Campaign used six media of publicity.
Radio was the first. Spot announcements and programs ac-
counted for 652 referrals. Spot announcements were sent
weekly to sixteen radio stations. The announcements
stressed the appeal for women staying at home caring for
their own families to take on responsibilities of caring
for foster children. The announcements were released under
the auspices of the War Manpower Commission and approved
by the Office of War Information. It was found that one
particular commentator drew an excellent response no doubt
due both to his method of presentation and his personal
popularity. In neivspaper publicity the Los Angeles Metro-
politan papers and many of the outlying community papers
carried announcements of the project. A feature writer
devoted a column to the campaign. During February and
March 1S44 releases were sent to all Metropolitan papers,
to the Labor papers, to community Shopping News type of
paper through the Citizens Manpower Committee. This wide-
spread publicity resulted in a great deal of interest on
the part of prospective foster parents. Press publicity
accounted for 266 referrals. Small neighborhood papers
were consistently the most productive. In January, 1944,
3 Report of "Home Finding Project", Los Angeles,
California, November 8, 1943 - May 15, 1944 by Council of
Social Agencies.
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a house-to-house canvass was organized for volunteers.
Sections of Los Angeles were chosen where it was assumed
the response might be most favorable (based on community
resources etcetera). Volunteers were recruited through the
Parent-Teachers Association, the Los Angeles Church Feder-
ation, individual Catholic Church -parishes and Los Angeles
City War Committee. A general instruction meeting was
held at which time the program and responsibilities of each
volunteer were explained. Kits containing a supply of pam-
phlets, cards to be filled out giving identifying informa-
tion on interested families, a tally card showing calls
made by volunteers and an assignment to be canvassed were
given to each volunteer. 166 referrals were obtained in
this way. In church publicity through the Los Angeles
Church Federation a brief announcement was sent to pastors
in two hundred and twenty-two affiliated Protestant
churches. This information was intended to be included in
regular issue of the church bulletin and it was suggested
on the same Sunday an announcement be made from the pulpit
emphasizing the need for additional foster homes. A supply
of pamphlets had been forwarded to a prominent church mem-
ber who was to be named as having the data available follow-
ing the service. 2000 posters were distributed to chain
and independent markets, branch libraries, city and county
health office and Well-Baby Clinics, Child Care Centers,
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pastors of Protestant and Catholic Churches, American Red
Cross Home Service, and clubs. Informal te&s were made by
Project Director to numerous interested groups. Story
pictures were submitted to Coast Federal Loan and Savings
Companies to be published in House Organs. Parent-Teacher
Association Bulletins also carried a story. Social agen-
cies referred fifty-four prospective foster mothers. 254
were referred by friends, neighbors, ministers, foster
mothers, etcetera. The campaign was of six-months dura-
tion during which time 1392 applications were received,
273 approved and 217 pending.
Division of Child Guardianship. Boston^
Since the Division of Child Guardianship carries on
a state-wide program of its own, the writer is including
its program for comparison. In an attempt to meet the
serious shortage of foster homes in the State, Child Wel-
fare Services set up a home finding unit in the Division
of Child Guardianship, February 1, 1943. The Unit has
used three methods to get homes into use. The first is
investigating applications referred to them by the visi-
tors and by the Share Your Home With a Child Committee;
the second is by recruiting applications through community
searches which includes advertising and investigating
publicity leads; the third is through referrals from per-
4 Report, Division of Child Guardianship Home Find-
ing Unit, February 1, 1943 to June 30, 1945.
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sonal sources such as ministers, teachers, nurses, etc.
The Committee, aside from the homes it has brought the
Division, has aroused considerable interest in foster chil-
dren. Indications of this are through remarks overheard
as “I want to share my home 1* . A total of 197 homes were
referred from February 1, 1943 to June 30, 1943 by the
Share Your Home With a Child Committee. 47 homes were ap-
proved and 84 were pending. From July 1, 1943 to June 30,
1944, 184 homes were referred by Share Your Home With a
Child Committee and 61 were approved. There were 36 homes
pending at this time. During the period June 30, 1944
through July 1, 1945 community contacts were continued but
the Unit’s dependence now is on newspaper advertising. The
first experiment with radio was during this period. The
staff was asked to write scripts, some of which were used,
the staff in three instances taking the parts themselves.
Circular letters were sent to many radio stations and eight
stations responded. The broadcasting time was used in the
following ways: there were soot announcements most of them
written by the Unit. These were run repeatedly by four
Boston and two Worcester stations on eight different pro-
grams; 6 interviews, three of which were given in Boston
and Holyoke. One Boston station put on a series of seven
five minute "letters from Mary Meadows to her son in the
Army"
,
describing children she was boarding with the Divi-
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sion in his absence. The Laurence Station accepted a series
called "Other People's Children". These nine fifteen-min-
ute broadcasts included an interview with one Division
supervisor and eight dramalogues based on case stories.
There was no financial expenditure involved. The Unit's
other experiment was a small scale camoaign for homes from
Mother's Day to Father's Day. 3000 leaflets were printed
and distributed. Appeals were sent to about 100 local
newspapers and a few House Organs.
Hoping to improve its method of publicity, the Unit
made a study of results from paid advertising between July
1943 and July 1S44. All the study showed was that in terms
of approved homes Boston papers were more productive than
local ones and that the most successful types of advertise-
ment were those that featured high borad rates and individ-
ual children.
In the period July 1, 1944 to June 30, 1945 spot an-
nouncements were written for seven programs and brought
twelve applications, only one of which was approved. An-
other experiment was a form sent to about one hundred
presidents of Women's Clubs asking for invitations to ad-
dress meetings. Few such invitations were received and
what appeals were made brought no homes at all. With the
help of the Greater Boston Community Council the Unit got
out new leaflets with an attached oouoon. 3000 copies were
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printed. They are being distributed by home finders on
their visits and enclosed in letters. Only four have been
returned. Because of the critical shortage of baby homes
the nurses became interested in recruiting and the Unit was
asked to attend their staff meetings in order to work out
a cooperative plan for soliciting and investigating new
leads. Two new methods of recruiting developed as a result
(l) a moving picture trailer that was shown throughout the
day for weeks (2) the nurse asked the secretary of the Com-
munity Council in her district to write an appeal to the
local paper in the form of an interview with her and to give
his, the secretary’s, office address for replies. The
nurse and home finders divided the investigation and the
Council acknowledged the responses in a follow up article.
From February 1 to July 1, 1943 a total of 375 homes
were visited by home finders out of which 91 were approved,
and 38 were pending. From July 1, 1943 to June 30, 1944,
1066 homes were investigated out of which 205 homes were
approved and 95 pending. From June 30, 1944 to June 30,
1945, 1562 homes were visited out of which 168 homes were
approved and 97 pending.
Share Your Home With a Child Committee. Boston^
In summary, the Committee's first program was much the
seme as the programs described previously. Newspaper pub-
5 Material taken from Minutes of Meetings from De-
cember 1942 to November 30, 1945.
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licity was used as the basis for both the Boston and State-
Wide campaign. The Boston Globe carried the important re-
leases since it was considered the most socially minded
newspaper and because most of the agencies experienced the
best results from its classified ads. During this two-week
campaign releases appeared each day in the paper. Each
article was accompanied with a coupon as in the Hew York
Campaign. Other newspapers asked for material from the
agency for releases also. A three-fold pamphlet was
printed to fit into a regular sized envelope so that it
could be enclosed in a letter together with a self-addressed
card for application similar to the Division of Child
Guardianship plan. These letters were sent to a selected
list of foster parents to pass on to their friends. This
took the place of borough meetings in New York or the open-
ing meeting of the Cleveland Campaign where foster parents
were invited to join in the program. The Boston and State-
wide newspaper releases were planned to break the same day
all over the State. For some unknown reason Boston did not
make the newspapers until a week later. Many groups over
the Commonwealth were informed of the plan. Form letters
were sent to church groups, to churches, to clubs and lodges.
There were three media of publicity, namely newsoaper pub-
licity including copy and picture space, folders and posters
(see Appendix V). A letter was sent in response to the
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first inquiry together with an application blank. If there
was no reply a follow-up letter was sent within a two-week
period. The basis of this first campaign was newspaper pub-
licity and form letters sent to the various groups request-
ing announcements be made at their respective meetings.
Letters were also used as a tool in some of the other cam-
paigns described. This was a two-week campaign - 1523 in-
quiries were received out of which 301 homes were approved
and 114 were pending.
During the second year of the Committee's venture a
trained worker was employed who acted as Secretary of the
Committee. The first step taken in her program was to make
a geographic survey as was done in Los Angeles since part
of the Committee program was to recruit foster homes only
in locales thought best suited to the needs of the children.
During the summer a follow-up letter was sent to foster par-
ents active with all agencies. This was done for two pur-
poses: (l) to acknowledge their services and express agency
gratitude (2) to ask for suggestions for publicity purposes.
A card index of special requests from agencies for homes
for particular children was kept and suggestions of homes
was made whenever possible. Editors and feature writers
were contacted by the Secretary. Interviews with foster
mothers resulted in material for many write-ups. Articles
were written featuring the foster home rather than the child.

Regular releases were given to the newsoaoers on a State-
wide basis, speaking dates were accepted whenever oossible.
Since Worcester County needed baby homes an appeal we.s sent
to one hundred newspapers in Worcester County. An Institute
for Home Finders was carried out under the sponsorship of
the Massachusetts Home Finders* Group and was led by Miss
Dorothy Hutchinson of the New York School of Social Work.
This meeting it was hoped would promote closer cooperation
in home finding* among the agencies. It gave home finders
an opportunity to discuss their agency nroblems and exchange
ideas as well as become informed of what other agencies are
doing State-wide. It also gave the home finders the oppor-
tunity to refer foster homes they are not using for re-allo-
cation to other agencies through the Committee.
The specialized campaigns only took place when a direct
request was made from the agency. Every medium of publicity
was used. In Newton, newspaper, radio, speaking engagements
window displays, distribution of literature, and follow-up
telephone calls. Leaflets were used as well. Timely radio
announcements were placed through the Greater Boston Commu-
nity Council. There were a series of news stories in local
and Boston papers. Preliminary steps were taken before the
campaign by sending out form letters to librarians, to fos-
ter parents, to Red Cross workers, to women's clubs, to
churches, to schools. Along with the above there were four
radio programs, fifteen minutes each, one between foster
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mother and foster father and Secretary. Priscilla Fortescue,
WEE I, interviewed a foster mother. Julie Kirlin of the
Greater Boston War Fund presented a program " Let's Talk
About Children”. Snot announcements were made. There were
lectures to Rotary Clubs and churches. Church bulletins
had notices printed in their Sunday urograms. Raytheon, a
defense factory, distributed flyers. (see Appendix W)
.
10,000 leaflets were dispersed. A total of 115 applications
were received out of which sixteen were approved. This was
a twelve-day campaign. 62 of the 115 applications were out
of the city of Newton.
In Lowell a one-day campaign called "Share Your Home
Sunday" was carried through. An announcement was made in
all the local churches. Two feature articles appeared in
Lowell Sunday papers. 10,000 pamphlets were printed for
distribution. Ten homes wrere visited. The writer is unable
to tell from statistics whether or not they were approved as
well.
The Worcester Campaign was similar to the Newton Cam-
paign. Preliminary letters were sent to several agencies
asking for their cooperation. A series of letters went to
various groups such as service clubs, all groups interested
in the welfare of children, to the pastor of churches.
Other media of publicity included newspaper articles, radio
and direct speaking engagements. Worcester Campaign was
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a Division of Child Guardianship.
b SYHC = Share Your Home With a Child Committee.
c Homes visited rather than total inquiries.
cl 38 of these apolications were from out-of-state - this
figure six months after campaign.
e 62 of these apolications were from out of the city of
Newton.
f There are no statistics to give aooroval figure for Lowell.
This table shows that Boston's percentage of 1 in 5
or 1 in 8 homes aoproved in comparison with the above cities
described is a good average. The population of the cities
as well as the number of homes pending and length of cam-
paign should be taken into consideration since this would
change the ratios somewhat. The smaller cities averaged
about the same ratio as the larger city campaigns.
The Share Your Home Committee in Boston felt that
newspaper publicity was the best source for obtaining fos-
ter homes especially written by a feature writer of a news-
paper. The article that pulled the most applications was
an article by Robert Playfair which appeared in the Boston
Globe. 186 applications were received out of which 34
homes were aoproved. This seemed to show that the feature
article if written by a orofessional newspaper man brings
greater results than a.ny other method. This article was
written for the general public. It appeared in the Boston
Globe, April 1, 1945. Here is one section:
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" WAR ORPHANS SEEK HOMES; PLIGHT CRITICAL ”
Case of David:
More than 300 temporary homes are needed now
for adolescent boys alone, she says. Case histories
are usually boring, but read this one of David, a
lad 16, for whom the Child Council seeks a home.
His father is dead; his mother is remarried.
When his stepfather beat him, Dave ran away and
joined the Army, working up to a sergeant’s rating
before it was discovered he was under age. Dis-
charged and sent home, he was unhappy and ran away
again, found a good job and in three months was
head of a department in a war plant. He should
not return to his own home, the Council feels, and
needs a foster home with a warm and understanding
couple.
With babies, the situation is almost as crit-
ical. Peoole are willing to adopt babies, but un-
willing to mother them for a few months until their
own mothers can get back on their feet from the
shock of losing their husbands.
Landlords throughout the state, Mrs. Bail says,
have forbidden hundreds of willing foster parents to
give orphans temporary homes.
Wrote a Fairhaven woman last week: "The land-
lord won’t let me bring up a little girl in my aoart-
ment, but I’m a dressmaker by trade and I'll gladly
make all the children’s clothes you want, if that
will help".
The teen-age Cinderellas with cruel stepmothers
are in a bad way, too. Most people who offer to
give them homes write in the spirit of a woman in
Lawrence.
"I'm glad to give a teen-age girl a home", she
wrote. "I have five boys, aged 1 to 6, who need a
little sister. The girl I want must be at least 15
and not afraid of dishes, housework a.nd a- bit of
clothes washing".
Hardly anyone is willing to take in a brother
and sister, or two brothers, or two sisters, and
often the Council decides that children of a partic-
'••
ular family should stay together.
"I'll take in a brother and sister, both over
14, if she can mind a hot dog grill at my stand in
the Summer months and if he's bright enough to run
a merry-go-round", one man offered. (see Appendix X
for remainder of article).
Because of the response to this article it was recom-
mended by the Secretary and supported by the Executive Com-
mittee that a professional newspaper writer be hired for
the next six months to see what could be done to recruit
more foster homes. A writer from one of Boston's leading
i
newspapers commented "that if a newspaper writer is hired,
please let that person have his own way".
7
She also added -
The person you engage will do a better job if
you don't worry too much about what that oerson is
writing. Probably Mr. Playfair's article was not
correct in every detail but it got results. After
all, what you want is the ear of the public. I
speak for the person that you hire, that you just
let him go his own way. Then if it does not work
out well, do something about it. If it does not
appeal to the social worker, don't worry about it.
8
In the next six months a new plan is to be in effect
by the Share Your Home With a Child Committee. A profes-
sional newspaper man is going to write the entire news-
paper publicity. The Secretary is to give only one day a
week to supervise and direct the program. There is to be
a part time worker to do clerical work and take applica-
tions. Eesides the Executive Committee there are to be two
7 Report of Annual Meeting of Share Your Home With
a Child Committee, November 23, 1945.
8 Ibid.
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Committees, the Publicity Committee (which already exists)
and an Allocation Committee, in which home finders of all
member agencies will participate. This Committee is to
meet regularly to distribute foster homes ready for inves-
tigation and the allocation will be according to the needs
of the agencies and the size of their case loads. The pres-
ent method in which the Secretary distributes homes by tele-
phoning and offering them to agencies, is not really a joint
effort at all. There is already an Allocating Committee at
work in Worcester under a cooperative scheme and there, no
doubt, will be others like it throughout the State as
needed.
9
Although the Committee has made plans to continue, it
was thought a g>od idea to find out just how the thirty-
five participating agencies felt about the venture. So a
survey was made.
9 Ibid.
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CHAPTER VI
THIRTY-FIVE PARTICIPATING AGENCIES FOR STATE-WIDE PROGRAM
Thirty-five participating agencies were sent a ques-
tionnaire to find out whether or not the "Share Your Home
With a Child" urogram should concentrate on a Metropolitan
program or continue state-wide as previously or perhaps
disband. By Metropolitan district the writer includes the
City of Eoston and the town and suburban areas known as the
Metropolitan district. State-wide is self-explanatory.
The first question read "Has Share Your H0me changed
your program any?" By this was meant: Has Share Your
Home required an agency to augment its home finders' staff
to investigate homes? Has the agency's publicity program
decreased as a result of the added publicity or has the
agency's prog-ram remained without change at all? The
Questionnaire revealed that on the whole there has been no
change in any agency's program.
The second question read "Has Share Your Home changed
the situation in terms of home needs?" That is, have the
needs of foster homes been taken care of through Share
Your Horne or does the agency still have a great need for
foster homes? It was felt by the agencies that the situ-
ation in terms of home needs has remained the same.
The third question asked "What do you think the current
need is as compared with the oast since 1940?" That is.
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has the current need for foster homes decreased, remained
the same or increased? The agencies seemed to think that
the foster home needs have become more acute.
The final question was “Do you think Share Your Home
should continue as a state-wide program or limit itself
to Metropolitan Boston or should the program be discontinued?
Why?” The agencies unanimously agreed the urogram should
continue state-wide. There were many reasons given such as:
The program should continue as state-wide be-
cause the need of foster homes is so great and the
educational value of the work so important it is
felt it will be more productive as time goes on.l
A few agencies felt perhaps the program should be a
Metropolitan or Boston program only for the reason that -
The urogram should continue in Metropolitsn
Boston with much more impetus on the real need of
homes, soliciting and interpreting sources.
^
For further comments see Appendix Y.
Thirty-one out of the thirty-five agencies replied to
the card survey, as follows:
(1) For changed program: 3 yes 28 no
(3) For change in terms 3 ves 21 no
of home needs: 5 slightly 2 uncertain
(3) For current need 19 more 4 same
since 1S40: 3 decreased 5 slightly more
(4) For State-Wide 2 uncertain 2 no help
vs Boston: 20 State-Wide 7 Boston
1 Quoted directly from reply to Questionnaire.
2 Ibid.
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Twenty-eight agencies therefore felt no change in
their program. Twenty agencies felt the need for foster
homes had not changed but has become more acute. Twenty
agencies expressed a desire for a State-Wide program. So
it would seem that a State-Wide program is much more valu-
able for coordinating and unifying child-placing private
and public agencies. Publicity over an extensive area ob-
viously has more educational, more observational and more
interpretive value.
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CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
1. The precipitating factors leading to the plan of
joint home finding in Massachusett - During the year 1242
public and private agencies in Massachusetts felt an in-
creased need of foster boarding homes for children. The
reason for the marked decrease in boarding homes was at-
tributed directly to the war since many women were working
in defense industry or boarding defense workers which was
more profitable. All the agencies throughout Massachusetts
expressed concern about the foster boarding home situation.
The largest agency in Massachusetts, the Division of Child
Guardianship, reported in 1241 an average of 1600 applica-
tions a year were received; in 1942 only 1100 were received,
a difference in 500 applications. Certain measures were
taken by the Division to overcome the need such as appoint-
ing one worker to make ‘’return to relatives” investigation.
Under an opinion of the Attorney General the Division was
also permitted to use institutional care for children, pay-
ing for it on a per capita per diem basis. An effort was
made to investigate homes more quickly. However, all the
agencies including the Division agreed that a joint home-
finding plan would have many benefits since the need seemed
still acute. A study was therefore made of the recent fos-
ter home campaign for children in New York City. It wae
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felt that the New York City experiment was a good basis to
follow for any plan Massachusetts might consider for a
mutual effort to find more foster homes.
2. The Massachusetts joint home-finding program was
divided into two periods - January 1, 1943 through January
1, 1944 when one state-wide fortnight campaign took place.
Quantitatively this campaign succeeded in interesting 1523
inquirers by November 1st of 1944. Five campaign offices
were used over the State - Boston, Worcester, Springfield,
Northampton, and Greenfield. A total of 785 offers of
homes were distributed among the thirty-five participating
child-placing agencies for investigation. Out of these homes
301 applications were approved which is 301 more than if
the campaign had not taken place. Two elements ma.de for
the success of recruitment: (l) an intensive over-all cam-
paign of all agencies employing effective media of public-
ity - newspaper, house organs, pamphlets, posters; (2) a
continuous follow through by each agency interpreting and
educating the public to their needs. No new agency was
setup. The Boston Council of Social Agencies through the
Children's Department made available many resources. The
Massachusetts Child Council which supplied the Boston of-
fice headquarters gave most generously of its staff time
and afforded the channel for state-wide cooperation. The
home finders of the Children's agencies under the leader-
ship of the Chief Home Finder of the Division of Child
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Guardianship selected a full-time worker for the fortnight
campaign. The Children's Aid Association lent a valued
staff member as Secretary to the Boston office. The
Boston Social Service Index gave freely of its clearing
service. The Committee of the Permanent Charity Fund, Inc
took over the greater amount of the total expenses. The
publicity department of the Greater Eos ton Community Fund
planned and managed the entire newspaper campaign. There
were 85 unpurchasable columns of copy and picture space.
The publicity staff members of the children's agencies pre
sented and selectively distributed 20,000 folders and
4,000 posters.
Because the war situation seemed to be continuing to
break up homes and to increase the need of foster C8.re for
children, the State-wide agencies which united in this
past effort agreed that the project should continue with
central headquarters at Massachusetts Child Council with
an experienced staff worker to assiet in carrying on the
project. It was felt that the educational benefits of
the campaign were immeasurable. Therefore, the second
period, January 1, 1944 through November 30, 1945, was
the beginning of a new program. This program, unlike the
first campaign, specialized in short local campaigns.
Successful programs were carried out in Newton, Worcester
and a "bang-up" feature article in a Boston newspaper
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brought in 186 inquiries to the Boston headquarters. The
Lowell campaign was of one-day duration. Only ten homes
were investigated. Whether this can be classed as success-
ful it is hard to determine. The office was in charge of
a Secretary borrowed from the Children's Aid Association.
It was her job to direct and organize each campaign which
included releases to newspapers, radio announcements and
programs, distribution of applications
,
pamphlets and
folders. Thirteen informal talks were presented in and
around Massachusetts. Several hundred prospective foster
parents were interviewed. Information and advice were given
many other individuals. An office was maintained at the
Massachusetts Child Council. As each city asked for a re-
cruitment program, temporary offices were set up in that
city. As previously, the Permanent Charity Fund, Inc. con-
tributed to Share Your H0me With a Child Committee. Instead
of paying the greater p art of the expense, however, it was
divided with the Greater W&r Fund, one-half was paid by
each. Some cities contributed a certain percentage for
their own local campaigns. 760 applications were received
during the year July 1944 through July 1945 and 833 in-
quiries were received from July 1, 1945 to October 30,
1945. Out of these 200 and 95 respectively were approved.
A total of 266 homes were pending which means that less
than one in eight homes were approved. At the present
time allocation of homes is based on agency needs. The
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interview itself takes niece after allocation. There is
careful handling of rejected applicants. Applications are
followed up within forty-eight hours otherwise a letter ex-
plaining the delay is sent to inquirer. It was felt that
publicity should emphasize the specific rather than the
general. A continuous individual effort on the part of
agencies to maintain foster homes is essential. Excellent
interpretation through the press and personal interviews
for a wide program of publicity must be utilized to make
recruitment of foster homes successful.
3. In comparing other programs - (l) “Teamwork in
Home Finding", Hew York City; (2) "Teamwork: A Key to A
Thousand Homes", Cleveland; (3) "Horae Finding Project", Los
Angeles; (4) Division of Child Guardianship, Boston several
methods of publicity have been described. There was the
general appeal to the community over the radio and through
wide and consistent advertising in Metropolitan and neigh-
borhood papers. There was the appeal to selected groups
and individuals in a concentrated area thought to be good
territory for foster homes. There was the procedure of
employing a specialized home finder to contact and encour-
age persons to board children. There was the program in
which foster parents themselves worked to obtain additional
homes through word-of-mouth. There was the program by
which the children's case worker herself recruited homes
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for the agency for which she was working. There was the
use of volunteers in a "house-to-house" canvass. There
were film programs to aid in recruiting. In making a sta-
tistical analysis, the size of the city, the length of cam-
paign and the number of homes pending were all taken into
consideration before a decision was arrived at. On the
whole the smaller cities averaged about the same ratio of
approved homes, about one in five. Boston's average as
one in five or one in eight State-wide represents the same
ratio as cities larger and using more intensive publicity
measures. The ratio of applications to population seemed
extremely small in all campaigns. However, the Share Your
Home With a Child Committee urogram seemed as high a ratio
as the four other programs described.
4. The writer attempted to make a survey of the
thirty-five uarticiuating agencies to see whether or not
they were in favor of such a program as joint home finding.
A questionnaire was therefore sent to the thirty-five par-
ticipating agencies of the Share Your Home With a Child Com-
mittee. Thirty-one of the thirty-five agencies replied.
They unanimously voted for a continued state-wide urogram.
The questions sent were as follows:
1. Has Sha.re Your Home changed your program any?
2. Has Share Your Home changed the situation
in terms of home needs?
3.
What do you think the current need is as com-
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pared with the past since 1340?
4. Do you think Share Your Home should continue as a
state-wide program or limit itself to Metropolitan
Boston or should the program be discontinued? Why?
Twenty-eight agencies felt there was no change in their
program. Twenty agencies felt the need for foster homes
had not changed but had become more acute. Twenty agencies
expressed a desire for a state-wide program. It would seem
therefore that a state-wide program is much more valuable
than a single agency program for coordinating and unifying
child-pla.cing private and public agencies.
5. The writer attemoted to find out if the Share
Your Home With a Child Committee should continue and on
what basis. It was learned that because of the success of
the feature story written by a professional newspaper man,
Boston's program for the next six months is to be under
such a program with the newspaper man writing the articles
and the Secretary of Share Your Home With a Child Committee
to work in the office one day a week. To assist her are two
committees, namely the Executive and Allocation Committees
in which home finders of all member agencies will participate
and will meet regularly to distribute foster homes ready for
investigation.
The writer feels, therefore, that the program studied
demonstrates that centralized home finding is a valid method
of increasing the resources for child care. The process
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itself requires extensive, well prepared and continuous
community interpretation. Publicity over an extensive
area obviously has more educational, more observational,
and more interpretive value. The efforts toward recruit-
ing more foster homes became more effective when the appeal
was shifted from a general state-wide campaign to special-
ized short local campaigns. This was possible through
dramatic unified appeals making foster home care known to
many persons who were primarily unaware of the existence
of such service. The publicity stressed essentially the
need of love, affection, and security for foster children.
The sharing experience of working together with other agen-
cies proved to be very valuable end increased the success
of the campaigns. An Institute for Homefinders sponsored
by the Massachusetts Homefinding Group united the home-
finders more closely in a mutual understanding of each
other’s problem. The study indicated that joint home find-
ing should continue and expand for only in this wa.y can any
permanent value be gained and only in this way can central-
ized homefinding continue to be a valid method of increas-
ing the resources for child care.
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APPENDIX A
THIRTY-FIVE PARTICIPATING AGENCIES* REPRESENTATIVES
Mr. Ralph Barrow, Chairman, Church Home Society, 41
Mt. Vernon Street, Boston
Miss Alice M. Bell, Lowell Social Service League,
36 John Street, Lowell.
Mrs. Myra H. Church Smith, Lawrence City Mission,
31 Jackson Street, Lawrence.
Miss Marie Jester, Hampden County Children’s Aid,
145 State Street, Springfield.
Miss Esther P. Hill, Division of Child Guardianship,
State House, Boston.
Mr. Cheney C. Jones, New England Home for Little
Wanderers, 161 South Huntington Avenue, Boston.
Mrs. Colin MacDonald, Boston Child Welfare De oartment
,
City Hall, Boston.
Miss Dora Margolis, Jewish Child Welfare Association,
6 North Russell Street, Boston.
Mrs. Hazel Morrison, Boston Children’s Friend, 123
Marlboro Street, Boston.
Miss Esther J. Stuart, Avon Home, 1000 Mass. Avenue,
Cambridge
.
Miss Lucy A. Turner, Worcester Children's Friend,
2 State Street, Worcester.
Mr. Alfred F. Whitman, Boston Children’s Aid Associ-
ation, 41 Mt. Vernon Street, Boston.
Miss Edith M. Wilkey, Child Welfare House, 15 Church
Street, Lynn.
Mrs. Mildred Wilson, Wachusett Children’s Aid, 47 Holt
Street, Fitchburg.
Mr. Ralph Brown, Boys’ Parole, 41 Mt. Vernon Street,
Boston.
Miss Marion A. Joyce, Division of Child Guardianship,
State House, Boston.
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Miss Elinor F. Brennon, Girls’ Parole, 41 Mt. Vernon
Street, Boston.
Miss Anna F. Murphy, Brockton Catholic Charities, 231
Main Street, Brockton.
Rev. E. J. Sullivan, Cambridge Catholic Charities,
687 Mass. Avenue, Cambridge.
Rev. John F. Manion, Lowell Catholic Charities, 175
Central Street, Lowell.
Miss Margaret Deveney, Lynn Catholic Charities, 23
Central Avenue, Lynn.
Rev. James Doyle, Catholic Charitable Bureau, 49
Franklin Street, Boston.
Rev. Anthony J. Flaherty, Somerville Catholic Chari-
ties, 186 Highland Avenue, Somerville.
Miss Elizabeth E. Bissell, Children's Mission to Chil-
dren, 20 Ashburton Place, Boston.
Miss Madeline C. Brade, Children’s Aid Association,
54 Merrimack Street, Haverhill.
Miss Edna Carlson, Children’s Aid Society, 60 Eighth
Street, New Bedford.
Miss Adelaide Hood, S. P. C. C.
,
57 Federal Street,
Greenfield.
Mrs. Laura B. Makinson, New England Home for Little
Wanderers, 9 Bank Row, Pittsfield.
Mrs. Grace Raynes, Department of Mental Health, 100
Nashua Street, Boston.
Miss Julia E. Robinson, Department of Public Welfare,
74 Front Street, Worcester.
Hiss Jean Savage, Holyoke Children's Aid, 326 Appleton
Street, Holyoke.
Children's Aid Association, 16 Center Street,
Northampton.
Rev. Timothy Donovan, Catholic Charitable Bureau,
101 Merrimack Street, Haverhill.
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Miss Ellen Holland, Catholic Charities Center, 316
Essex Street, Lawrence.
Kiss May Murphy, Catholic Charities Center, 176 Essex
Street, Salem.
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APPENDIX B
SHARE YOUR HOME Y,rITH A CHILD COMMITTEE PAMPHLET 1943
Share Your Home With a Child
|
A Patriotic Service in War and in Peace

"WE ARE THE TASK FORCE— SCOUTING FOR TWO THOUSAND FOSTER BOARDING HOMES FOR CHILDREN— CATHOLICS, JEWS, PROTESTANTS"
a child in these terrible
days is a patriotic act of
the first waterl
What Children Need Foster Homes?
Children whose own homes have been
broken by illness, death or the separation of
parents—babies, boys, girls—Catholics, Jews,
Protestants.
Why Aren't These Children
Placed in Institutions?
These children do not need Institutional care
as do some children who are crippled, blind
or deaf, mentally deficient, or seriously delin-
quent. Some of them, to be sure, need to
spend a period of time in Institutions known as
"Study Homes," while their personality and
behavior difficulties are being understood and
plans for the correction of them made. These
children are, for the most part, babies, boys
and girls whose own homes having failed them,
need to have wholesome family foster homes
substituted for them.
What Constitutes a "Wholesome Family
Foster Home" such as Agencies Would
Prefer to Use for Foster Boarding Homes?
1. A father and a mother, well, happy in
their home life and united in their desire to
board a child or children.
2. An income sufficient to maintain a sound
standard of living, independent of the income
from the payment of board for children.
3. A recognition of the child's need of
understanding and affectionate care; good
War Deepens the Need tor
Foster Boarding Homes
Thirty-five Child Placing Agencies, Public
and Private, throughout Massachusetts are
feeling the pressure of the War on their work
with dependent, neglected and delinquent
children who, because of illness or death or
separation of their parents, need to be placed
in foster boarding homes where, for varying
lengths of time, they can grow and develop as
normal children.
There is an acute shortage of foster homes
directly attributable to the War, we believe,
—to the moving of families from old home
areas to war industry centers; to crowded
living quarters; to men entering the armed
forces; to housewives replacing men in industry.
Therefore these Child
Placing Agencies are ap-
pealing to the people of
Massachusetts to share
their homes by boarding, under the Agencies'
supervision, children for whom they believe
foster home care is essential—children of all
ages, all races and creeds—future citizens of
Massachusetts.
We cannot all fight for freedom in the active
theatres of War—some of us are not needed
there—but we who remain at home can line up
against the evils which undermine the physical,
mental and spiritual development of our chil-
dren's lives, armed with the realization that
there is no greater antidote for such evils than
the daily living and growing in a wholesome
family home. Surely to share one's home with

health; education; discipline; religious training;
participation in family and community life, and
an eagerness to meet and satisfy this need.
Who Will Pay the Children's Board?
The Agencies which place the children in
the foster homes will pay regularly an amount
necessary to meet the essential needs of indi-
vidual children.
What Will Happen if the Children Become
III or if Other Problems Relating to Their
Care Arise?
Almost all of the Agencies have doctors,
nurses and dentists on their staffs, or maintain
clinics to which the children report at stated
times for routine examinations. The Agencies'
Social Workers are always "on call" to help
with unexpected problems and emergencies.
They also visit the children and the foster
parents at regular intervals.
Will It Be Possible to Adopt These Children?
No—these children are not to be adopted.
They are children who need foster boarding
home care for long or short periods of time.
Some of the children's parents are living. Cir-
cumstances have forced them to give up their
children temporarily. The Agencies work with
the parents, too, hoping that the families may
be reunited at some future time.
What Will the Reward Be to Foster Parents
for This Particular Service to Children?
The deep satisfaction that comes from giv-
ing a child a chance to grow under wholesome
conditions into a strong, healthy citizen—an
asset rather than a liability to the State—
a
free human being capable of contributing to,
working for, and protecting, if need be, those
things which we all cherish in our American
way of life.
Are You Interested?
Will You Share Your Home
With a Child?
If so, tear off the Coupon on the back of this
folder; fill it in as suggested and mail it at once
to the address nearest your home, or share this
folder with a friend.
Remember
—
. . he who gives a child a treat
Makes joy-bells ring in Heaven's street,
And he who gives a child a home
Builds palaces in Kingdom come."
"Share Your Home With a Child”
COMMITTEE
sponsored by
The Children’s Department of the
Boston Council of Social Agencies and
The Massachusetts Child Council
+1 Mt. Vernon Street, Boston, Massachusetts
for 35 Massachusetts Child Placing Agencies —
Public and Private
41 Mt. Vernon Street, Boston, Massachusetts
2 State Street, Worcester, Massachusetts
14S State Street, Springfield, Massachusetts
16 Center Street, Northampton, Massachusetts
57 Federal Street, Greenfield, Massachusetts
8 Bank Row, Pittsfield, Massachusetts
Please send me more information regarding the
boarding of a child, or children,—under 2 years of
age
;
over 2 years in my home.
My household consists of
husband’s name
OTHER MEMBERS OF FAMILY
Our Religious Affiliation is
Signed
Addi
A Patriotic Service in War and in Peace

APPENDIX C
COPY OF LETTER TO CHURCH HOME ASSOCIATES
To Church Home Associates : April 23, 1943
Dear Associates:
Your Church Home Society is joining with 35
ohild-placing agencies of the State to promote a
joint homefinding campaign seeking 2000 boarding
foster homes urgently needed now, particularly by
the public agencies and some of the larger pri-
vate societies.
The "Share Your Home With a Child" Campaign
will break in the newspapers on the Monday after
Easter and will continue for about a fortnight.
In order to stimulate interest in the effort,
I am confidently calling on you, and am mailing
you separately a few posters and folders describ-
ing the Campaign.
My earnest request is that you kindly under-
take to get the posters placed on some of the
bulletin boards in your town which women see, such
as the Parish House, the meeting places of the
women’s fraternal orders, the library, the women’s
club and the Town Hall. Also, will you Please
pass on the folders to some friend or neighbor who
you think may be interested generally or might con-
sider becoming a foster mother.
For your gracious service I am here and now
thanking you most heartily in advance. You can be
assured that your help is deeply appreciated by
all the 35 agencies, and particularly by the C.H.S.
Cordially yours,
RB: S Chairman
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APPENDIX D
COPY OF LETTER TO CHURCHES
To Churches : April 23, 1943
Reverend Sir:
Thirty-five Child-Placing Agencies of the State
are participating in a Joint Campaign seeking 2000
foster boarding homes urgently needed now. The Cam-
paign will break in the newspaper on the Monday after
Easter and is planned to continue for a fortnight.
Dr. Frank Jennings is graciously lending his
sunoort to the effort, deeming it a crucial and emer-
gent need of the welfare front worthy the backing of
the Council membership. Through him we appeal to
you earnestly asking two things:
First. Please put our poster on your
Parish Bulletin Eoa.rd,
Second. Kindly announce our Campaign
to your Congregation, either
orally or through your Parish
leaflet.
Your help in stimulating our Campaign in this
and any other ways which may occur to you as appro-
priate is heartily aooreciated.
Sincerely yours,
RB: S Chairman
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APPENDIX E
COPY OF LETTER TO CLUBS AND LODGES
To Clubs and Lodges : April 28, 1943
Dear Sister Secretary:
Thirty-five Child Placing Agencies of the State
are participating in a joint campaign seeking 2000
foster boarding homes urgently needed now. Both
public and private agencies and all the religious de-
nominations are included in the effort. The Campaign
is now under way in the newspapers and is planned to
continue intensively for about two weeks.
The Churches, the Libraries, the County Agricul-
tural Extension Units, Parent-Teacher Associations
and other groups throughout the Commonwealth are aid-
ing in the stimulation of the Campaign by displaying
and distributing literature. Our reliance in so boldly
calling upon you for your gracious good offices is
based on the knowledge of your deep and abiding desire
to be of service now.
Our request is very simple. We are sending you
what we feel is a, very appealing poster and two
folders. Our confident hope is that you will be will-
ing to display this poster prominently in the room,
or building, where your lodge meets and where women
would, be most likely to see it. Also will you read
the folder yourself so that you may be informed about
our need and then pass on the other to some friend or
neighbor who may be interested generally or might
consider becoming a foster mother.
In behalf of all the thirty-five agencies I here
and now thank you most heartily in advance for helping
us as I have suggested, and in any other manner which
may occur to you as appropriate and practical.
Cordially and gratefully yours,
RB: S Chairman
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APPENDIX F
COFY OF LETTER TO FIRST APPLICATION
To First Application :
We are glad to know tha.t you are interested
to share your home with a child. In order to get
a more complete picture of your home, we are ask-
ing that you fill out and return the enclosed
application blank.
It goes without saying that children need
more than good physical care and comforts. They
need also a wholesome, happy family life. We want
our children to feel “at home" and therefore cannot
consider any home in which a child will not be
treated in every way as a member of the family.
We are sure that when you made the patriotic
offer of sharing your home with a child, you con-
sidered the responsibilities and cares which make
this undertaking a real challenge.
The board paid for a child is small. It is
not meant to repay you for all you do for the child
but it will at least cover the extra expenses. The
rate of board will be one of the practical matters
you will want to discuss with the worker who will b
visiting you soon.
Sincerely yours,
Chairman
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APPENDIX G
COPY OF FOLLOW-UP LETTER
To Prospective Foster Parent :
So far we have not been privileged to have you
return the application blank which would give us the
information we need to help you to share your home
with a child.
Our need for more boarding foster homes is still
unsatisfied and is very large indeed. Possibly you
have not quite had time to complete the filling in of
the blank or perhaps you still have questions in your
own mind as to this important and appealing venture.
We should like to urge you to complete and re-
turn the blank to us, which puts you under no final
obligation. Shortly after we have received it, a
sympathetic and understanding worker from one of the
agencies will visit you when you can have a good chat
and discuss the various questions which mutually
would still remain to be talked through.
For your convenience I am enclosing a self-
addressed envelope.
Sincerely yours,
Chairman
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APPENDIX H
COPY OF LETTER OF ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
To Prospective Foster Parent :
Your generous offer to share your home with one
of our children is greatly appreciated, end we hooe
that we may be able to find a child in whom you will
be interested. The Share Your Rome With a Child Com-
mittee acts as a clearing house for child-;olacing
agencies, both public and private, throughout Massa-
chusetts, in order that no good foster homes may be
lost.
The enclosed folder telle you more about us and
the information blank is for our convenience. Will
you please fill it in and return it to us as soon as
possible? It helps us to get a picture of your home
and to find the right child for you, but it places
you under no obligations.
When we do hear of a child for you, we shall
give your name to the agency having the child in need
of a home, and you will hear from them directly. It
may take a little while before the right child is
available, but meanwhile, we want you to know that we
are grateful for your patriotic offer.
Sincerely yours,
MKB : M Secretary

"SHARE YOUR HOIffi WITH A CHILD" COMMITTEE
41 Mt. Vernon Street, Boston, Mass.
Mrs. Mary K. Bail, Secretary
Foster Home Application
Husband’s Name
Wife’s Name
First
First
Middle
Maiden
..
A&e * Occupation
Pres. Address: No. Street
Former Address
Date and Place of Marriage
Town
'Bus. Address
T
Children at homo: Names
'Home Telephone Number
t
'If not own-nearest phone no.
Occupations or school
Children away from home; Names
Religion: Husband
Name of your Pastor
Name of your Doctor
Others in household; relatives, boarders , roomers and hired help. Names , relationship and occupation
Wife
Have you ever before applied to an agenoy for children?
Type of house (Apt.,2-or 3-famlly, or single) How many rooms?
How far is it to grammar school?
State preference as to race, sex, and age of child or children desired
Please give names and addresses of three persons, other than doctor or minister mentioned above,
who have known you intimately at least 3 years; also the name of a relative
TOn the reverse side, please give full directions for reaching your home by street car, train, bus
or automobile.)
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APPENDIX J
SHARE YOUR HOME WITH A CHILD COMMITTEE PAMPHLET 1$44
Will You, too,
share your heart
and home
with a child?

What children need hornet?
They are the children whose own parents cannot
provide the proper care. Some of the reasons are—
the serious illness or death of a parent, fathers in the
armed forces and mothers replacing men in war in-
dustries, crowded or impossible living conditions, and
so on. Their own parents and homes are a typical
cross-section of our own community.
Why aren’t these children
placed in institutions?
They do not need institutional care. None are
crippled, handicapped, mentally deficient or seriously
delinquent. All that they require is the comforting
shelter, good care and interested affection that nor-
mal family life provides.
Is it possible to adopt
these children ?
No. In most instances one or both of the parents are
living, but circumstances have forced them to give
up the children temporarily. The period of foster
home care necessary varies from one to several years.
The placing agencies also work with the child's own
parents so that the family may be reunited at some
future time.
Who pays the children’s board?
The Agency placing children in foster homes pays
the amount necessary to meet the essential needs of
the individual child. Payments are made monthly or
as determined, and cover food, clothing and other
necessities.
What happens if children are ill,
meet with an accident or serious
difficulties arise?
Doctors, nurses and dentists are available through the
placing Agency and children report at stated times
for routine examinations. Trained social workers are
always available to help with unexpected problems
and emergencies. They visit both the children and
the foster parents regularly. The placing Agency
stands behind the foster home in every way, shares
responsibility in important decisions, and also keeps
in close touch with the children’s own parents.
What kind of home is preferred
for Foster boarding Homes?
First of all, the foster parents must be united in their
desire to take a child or children. Obviously, the
father and mother to be should be well and happy in
their own home life. Their income should be suffi-
cient to maintain a reasonable standard of living even
without payment of the child’s board.
Equally important is the recognition of the child’s
need of understanding and affectionate care. Proper
discipline, education and religious training are nec-
essary attributes, as is the willingness to have the
child participate in family and community life and
thus develop personality and character.
What rewards may foster
parents expect?
The deep, lasting satisfaction of helping where help
is needed most; the love, trust and confidence that
only a child can give; the pride in seeing a child grow
strong and healthy both in mind and body— these
are but a few of the many joys and comforts that
foster parents can expect. Childless couples and those
whose own children have grown and gone have found
new reasons for living when they have taken foster
children into their homes. The expressions of happi-
ness and pleasure constantly received from those who
have opened their homes and their hearts in this way
tell a moving and convincing story.
Are YOU interested? Will you
share YOUR home with a child?
This folder tells only a small part of the story. The
only satisfactory way to get complete information is
by personal interview.
Hundreds of foster boarding homes are required
right now. Massachusetts Child Placing Agencies,
Public and Private, are joining in this appeal because
the war emergency, in particular, has greatly in-
creased the need.
If you are willing to share your home— and your
heart— with a child, please use the enclosed postage-
paid card to make an appointment. Your inquiry
will be held in strict confidence and will not obligate
you in any way.
It may be impossible for you to consider taking
a child into your home. But you may have
friends who might be interested. If so, won’t
you please pass this folder al-ong to them
?

May I come to
we withyon?”
3
nese are children of all
;es, races and creeds,
hey need love and care
-a home and all that
at word implies. Under
holesome influences,
ley will develop phys-
ally, mentally and spiri-
lally into citizens of
horn Massachusetts can
ell be proud.
Children like these—ba-
bies, youngsters who are
convalescing, teen age
boys and girls— need
help. Their own homes
have temporarily failed
them. Hence, foster
boarding homes where
they can live happily and
naturally are vitally nec-
essary.
The children of today are
the men and women of
tomorrow, who will work,
cherish and protect the
American way of life.
By sharing your heart and
your home with them in
their time of need, you
will contribute much to
our country’s future.
"SHARE YOUR HOME
WITH A CHILD”
A Service of
The Massachusetts Child Council, Inc.
The joint home finding project
serving the public and private Child Placing
Agencies of the State
41 Mt. Vernon Street, Boston 8, Mass.
Will You, too,
share your heart
and home
LAFayette 2216
Airs. Alary K. Bail, Secretary
ivith a child?
A Red Feather Service
Newton Campaign
January 14th to 24th
Sponsored by
NEWTON COMMUNITY COUNCIL
(Member Agency Newton Community Chest)
Headquarters
93 Union Street, Newton Centre 59, Mass.
LASell 5121
Chairman, Dr. Homer W. Anderson
Superintendent of Newton. Schools

APPENDIX K
COPY OF CONTENTS OF SELF-ADDRESSED CARD ENCLOSURE
I would like a personal appointment to learn
more about sharing my home with a child - preferably
Under 2 years old. 2-5 years, over 5 year
My husband's name is_
Other members of family
Our Religious Affiliation is
Signed
Address
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APPENDIX L
COPY OF LETTER TO PROSPECTIVE FOSTER MOTHER
To Prospective Foster Mother :
You have not applied directly to us with an
offer to share your home with a child, bat your
name has been given to us as a person who may be
interested in providing foster boarding care for
one or more children.
The Share Your Home With a Child Committee
acts as a clearing house for child-placing agen-
cies, both Red Feather and public service, and
through one of these services we heard about you.
Each service has its special kind of children so
that though one may not have a child for you,
another may.
We are enclosing a folder which tells a little
more about us and an information blank. If you are
still interested in sharing your home with one or
more children, will you please fill in and return
the blank to us. It helps us to get a picture of
your home and to know what kind of child you want.
The information blank will be kept on file in this
office until we hear of a child whom we think might
interest you. Then we shall give your name and the
information to whatever a.gency has a child and some-
one will come to see you. No references will be
seen until after you have decided on a particular
child, and we shall notify you when we have given
your name to another agency.
Thanking you for your interest and hoping to
hear from you soon, I am
Sincerely yours,
MKBsM Secretary
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APPENDIX M
COPY OF LETTER TO DELAY IN INVESTIGATION
To Prospective Foster Parent :
We want you to know that we have not forgotten
your kind offer to share your home with a child. Your
name is being kept on file in our office, and just as
soon as the right child is available, we shall get in
touch with you.
The reason you have been kept waiting is because
your request was for a child of -particular age or sex.
The agencies seldom have need of a home for a single
little girl, or for an older girl who can act as
mother's helper. They do need homes for babies, for
boys, and for several children of one family who should
remain together.
If you can share your home with one or more chil-
dren in the latter three groups, we can find a child
for you much sooner. Ileanvrhile
,
we want you to know
that we appreciate your kind offer of service to our
children.
Sincerely yours,
KB: M Secretary

APPENDIX N
COPY OF LETTER OF FOLLOW-UP TO LONG DELAY
IN RESPONSE TO APPLICATION
To Prospective Foster Parent :
Several months ago, you offered to share your
home with our children and we wrote to you at the
time enclosing an information blank and folder. We
never received a reply and we are wondering whether
your plans have changed so that you no longer wish
to consider this service.
The need for good foster homes is a very press-
ing one with all social agencies, especially homes
for small babies, for convalescent children, for
boys of all ages, and for families of brothers and
sisters who should be kept together. For certain
children, the amount of board is as high as ten to
twelve dollars a week.
If you are still interested, we would be glad
to hear from you again. We are enclosing a second
information blank in case you have mislaid the first
one.
Sincerely yours,
MKB:M Secretary
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APPENDIX 0
COPY OF LETTER TO REQUEST FOR ADOPTION OF A CHILD
To Prospective Adoptive Parent
:
We are glad to know of your interest in adopt-
ing a child, and I wish very much that we might help
you to find one. Unfortunately, as you may have
learned already, there are at least one hundred pro-
spective adopting parents for every baby available
for adoption in Massachusetts. The reasons for this
are that most parents wish to keep their children
whenever possible, and that many babies who have no
families are not suitable material for adoption,
either because of poor background, low mentality, or
other serious handicaps.
The Share Your Home With a Child Committee was
established to help the agencies in their great need
for temporary boarding homes for babies and older
children who have to be cared for for short or long
periods of time. None of these children are for
adoption.
I would suggest that, if you have not done so
already, you place your name on the waiting list of
one or more child-placing agencies in Boston, though
I realize that it is most discouraging for prospective
adoption oarents to have to wait so long before find-
ing a baby. If, however, you would like to consider
taking a baby for temporary care, we wrould be very
glad to hear from you again. I am enclosing our
folder which explains us a little better.
Thanking you again for your interest, I am
Sincerely yours,
KKB:M Secretary
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APPENDIX P
COPY OF LETTER SENT TO LIBRARIANS
BY NEWTON COMMUNITY COUNCIL
To Librarians: January 10, 1945
The Newton Community Council is sponsoring
a Share Your Home With a Child Campaign, to begin
on Sunday, January 14th. The purpose is twofold:
to recruit more foster boarding homes in Newton,
and to educate the community to an awareness of the
needs of children whose homes have been broken, so
that it will shoulder responsibility for community
action in meeting those needs.
Librarian Harold Wooster has indicated interest
in our campaign by pledging the cooperation of the
librarians in Newton, and by granting us the per-
mission to call on you for assistance.
Our request is very simole. We are sending you
a few folders explaining the campaign. Will you
please display them for distribution wherever you
may deem wise?
Your help in stimulating our campaign in this
and in any other manner which may occur to you as
appropriate will be greatly appreciated.
Cordially yours,
HWA : M Chairman, Newton Campaign

APPENDIX Q
COPY OF LETTER SENT TO FOSTER PARENTS
BY NEWTON COMMUNITY COUNCIL
To Foster Parents : January 11, 1945
The Newton Community Council is sponsoring a
Share Your Home With a Child Campaign to, begin on
Sunday, January 14th. There are not nearly enough
foster boarding homes in Newton for babies, for
convalescent children, for brothers and sisters
who want to remain together, and for teen-age boys
and girls.
You as foster parents can help by spreading
the story of our needs among your friends, and ask-
ing them to become foster parents also. Will you
do this for the sake of the many children in need
of the love and warmth of foster parents like you?
No one can be so convincing as you who are doing
the job, for you have first-hand information to
give.
We shall welcome any ideas or stories you may
have about ourselves and your foster children. What
made you decide to share your home with a child, what
has been your experience, what have been the satis-
factions? Yours is a twenty-four hour service, and
there is none more important, for you are helming to
start the coming generation in the right direction.
Will you go one step further and help in finding
other people like yourselves? The Newton Community
Council, at 93 Union Street, Newton Centre, will be
glad to hear from you.
Cordially yours,
HWA:M Chairman, Newton Campaign
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APPENDIX R
COPY OF LETTER SENT TO SCHOOLS
BY NEWTON COMMUNITY COUNCIL
50 Copies to Schools : January 11, 1945
The Newton Community Council is sponsoring a
Share Your Home With a Child Campaign, to begin on
Sunday, January 14th. The purpose of the campaign
is twofold: to recruit more foster boarding homes
in Newton, and also to educate the community to an
awareness of the needs of children whose homes have
been broken, so that it will shoulder responsibility
for community action in meeting those needs.
I believe that all teachers in Newton should
be aware of the campaign and of the need which in-
spired it in order to stimulate interest in any
manner which occurs to them as appropriate.
We are sending with this letter some folders
describing the campaign. Will you please cooperate
by seeing that every teacher in your school has one?
Cordially yours,
HWA:M Chairman, Newton Campaign
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APPENDIX S
COPY OF LETTER SENT TO SERVICE CLUBS, GROUPS
INTERESTED IN WELFARE OF CHILDREN,
TO PASTORS OF CHURCHES BY WORCESTER COMMUNITY COUNCIL
To The Service Clubs of Worcester : April 35, 1945
To All Groups Interested.
In the Welfare of Children
To The Pastors of Churches
The children's agencies of the Worcester Community
Council ask your cooperation in a mach needed service
to our children, the recruiting of more foster board-
ing homes. Sponsored by the Worcester Community Coun-
cil, a Share Your Home With a Child Campaign is being
launched on Sunday May 20.
We ask you to help us by announcing the campaign
at the next meeting of your group in any way you con-
sider suitable. The enclosed pamphlet tells our
story; we are sending you some of them for distribution
to interested persons.
We shall be grateful indeed for any assistance
you can give us.
Sincerely yours,
Chairman, "Share Your Home With
a Child Committee"
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APPENDIX T
RADIO BROADCAST "LARRY FINDS A DAD"
This is Share Your Home With a Child Week in
Worcester, sponsored by the ?forcester Community
Council, a Golden Rule Fund Service. The services
of this station have been donated to the Council for
the next fifteen minutes for a soecial program.
The Worcester Community Council presents
"Larry Finds a Dad", a dramatic transcription fea-
turing Skinny Homeier and Raich Bellamy.
*********************
Then followed transcribed fifteen-minute program
*********************
ending with—
Do you know that right here in Worcester County
there are boys like Larry in search of Dads and Mothers,
too? Babies, and brothers and sisters who want to stay
together need foster homes also. No children are for
adoption. All their expenses will be naid.
Will you share your heart and your home?
Call the Worcester Community Council, 18 Franklin
Street, Worcester - Telenhone: 6-6396 for information.
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APPENDIX U
RADIO BROADCAST "HAVE YOU A HOME FOR THEM"
?
Will you share your home with a baby until his mother
can take care of him again? Bobby's father has been killed
in action—his mother must have six months* rest to recover
from the shock. All Bobby’s expenses will be paid. For
further information, call the Worcester Community Council,.
a Golden Rule Service, Worcester 6-6296.
************
Have you an empty room in your home? Empty space in
your heart? Room for a teen-age boy? Bill's Dad is over-
seas—his mother is very ill. He needs a foster father
and mother until his Dad returns and his mother is well.
Will you share your home with him? All his expenses will
be paid. Call the Worcester Community Council, a Golden
Rule Fund Service, Worcester 6-6296 for further information.
***** * ** * * * *
Can you share your home with a small brother and
sister for a while? Foster parents are needed for Judy and
Jack until their own parents can take care of them. Their
mother is in the hospital awaiting an operation—their
father is recovering from wounds received in action. All
their exoenses will be naid. For further information call
the Worcester Community Council, a Golden Rule Fund Service,
Worcester 6-6296.
************
"You've got to have a rest," said Dr. Smith to the
frail little woman before him. "You're completely worn
out with the anxiety about Bill and the care of young Danny
here"
.
Blue-eyed Danny, just four months old, whimpered a
little as if to say, "I'm sorry, mummy.'"
You see, Bill, Danny's father, has been missing in
action for three months, and just last week word came that
he has been found, but is seriously wounded.
Danny's mother has been brave through it all, but the
strain has taken her health. She knows that there are still
hard times ahead, and she must build up her strength to be
ready for Bill when he comes home.
Will you give Danny a, home to allow his mother to re-
gain her health? All expenses will be mid. For further
information, call the Worcester Community Council, a Golden
Rule Fund Service, Worcester 6-6296.
************
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"Gosh, Dad, I’m sorry I burned up the dinner," said
eleven-year-old Jerry. "I was trying to get the house
cleaned up before you got home. I guess i just forgot."
Yes, Jerry forgot—and no wonder. Since his mother
died, Jerry has had far too much on his young shoulders.
His father, who works long hours in a defense plant, wants
to keep him at home, but he knows that Jerry needs the lov-
ing attentions that a mother can give. He needs good, hot
nutritious meals instead of the hit-and-miss concoctions
that Jerry cooks himself. So he has asked if there is any
family in town who will make a home for Jerry until the
war is over. All Jerry's expenses will be paid.
If you can share your home with Jerry, tha-Worcester
Community Council, a Golden Rule Fund Service, will be
glad to give you further information. Just ca.ll Worcester
6-6296.
*************
"Why don't you let someone adopt the children?" The
distraught mother looked at her would-be adviser with pity
in her eyes*
“You just don't understand—Joan and Jimmy are all
I have since their father died. I can't give them up for
adoption. If only some foster family would take them for
a little while— to give them the home life and love that
children should have—until the time when I can make a
home for them again."
Will you share your home, with Joan and Jimmy, whose
father has been killed in action? Their mother is not well
and must build up her health before she ca.n care for them
again. Your greatest reward will come from the undying
gratitude of their mother. All their expenses for food,
clothing and medical cafe will be paid.
For further information, call the Worcester Community
Council, a Golden Rule Fund Service, Worcester 6-6296.
*************
"Ten stars in your window! Do you have ten sons in
the service?"
Pride and love shone in Mrs. Allen's face as she
answered her questioner.
"Those stars are for our foster sons. You see, we
have been foster parents to nearly 100 boys in the past
20 years. Wonderful years they've been, filled with the
satisfaction of helping unhappy, rebellious youngsters to
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become fine, confident men, a credit to their country.”
“Let me read you a little of Bill's last letter home,”
continued Mrs. Allen. "Bill was with us four years—now
he is somewhere in Germany.”
"Dear Folks - I get a little homesick thinking about
you, but realize there are more important things to do
than to think of home. I like to think of my living with
you four years as the turning-point in my life. If it
hadn't been for you, God only knows where I'd be today.
Some day I'm going to do something for you. Meanwhile,
thanks a million. Love, Bill.”
Will you share your heart and your home with a boy
like Bill, one who needs love and understanding? The Allens
can assure you that being foster parents is a job which
brings rich rewards. All expenses will be paid. Call the
Worcester Community Council, a Golden Rule Fund Service,
Worcester 6-6296.
*************
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PfSomen of Massachusetts
IF YOUR WAR WORK IS OYER
To-morrow’s Citizens Need Ton
WILL YOU SHARE YOUR
HOME WITH A CHILD?
For Information, Call or Write
MASSACHUSETTS CHILD COUNCIL
41 Mt. Vernon Street, Boston 8
Telephone LAF 2216

APPENDIX W
SHARE YOUR HOME WITH A CHILD FLYER
IF YOIJR WAR WORK IS OVER
Do,morrow S CiLizeni
WILL YOU SHARE YOUR
HOME WITH A CHILD?
For information
,
Call or Write
Massachusetts Child Council
41 Mt. Vernon Street, Boston 8
Telephone LAF 2216
(over)

Massachusetts Child Council
A Red Feather Service
Seeks temporary foster homes for chil-
dren of every race, color, and creed.
All expenses ore paid, including hoard,
clothing, and medical care.
No children are for adoption.
Children are placed in homes of their
own religious faith.
Greatest needs are for babies, for boys
of all ages, for convalescent children, and
for brothers and sisters who need to be
together.
Will you share your heart and your
home with one or more children?
For more information, call or write Mrs.
Bail. Massachusetts Child Council. 41
Mt. Vernon St.. Boston. Tel. Laf. 2216.
or your nearest child-placing agency.
(over)
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APPENDIX X
"WAR ORPHANS SEEK HOKES: PLIGHT CRITICAL"
Across New England’s war-weary cities and towns stole
la st week the first time since Civil War days the sinister
shadow of a Fifth Horseman of War... a rider which Bay State
child authorities said threatens the future of demoncracy
more than could all four specters of Eiblical legend
Death, Famine, Pestilence and Destruction.
In the red dust of the Fifth Horseman's wake rode
thousands of small riders—war-orphaned riders—on rocking-
horses.
The children rocked and waited, some silent, some
still hopeful. They rocked and waited—rocked in farmhouses,
in airless city tenements, in hospitals and orphanages
—
waiting for foster parents who did not apoear.
And the shadow of the Fifth Horseman, whom social
workers call the Destroyer of homes, lengthens in the sunset
of history's bloodiest war.
"I'll give a war orphan a temporary home," wrote a
woman in the western part of the state.
"I want a boy, at least 13, who knows how to milk cows
and isn't afraid to do a few chores. He'll have plenty to
eat and all he'll have to do is milk our ten cows twice a
day, chop a cord of wood now and then, and dig a new pit
for the outhouse once and again."
A wealthy banker and his wife wrote, "We'll take in
a war orphan. Our son is 12 and needs a companion. The
orphan we want should speak a little French, have high
marks, preferably a product of private schools and not
swear of course. We'd have to know a good deal about his
genealogy too."
The entire state has organized to find temporary foster
homes for war-orphaned children, but the results thus far
are as surprisingly disappointing as they are appalling,
it was disclosed yesterday.
Many Call, Few Chosen
Headquarters of the drive to head off the greatest
home smashup since post Civil War days is the Massachusetts
Child Council, 41 Mt. Vernon Street, Boston, where many
prospective foster parents call daily and few indeed are
chosen.
In charge is Mrs. Mary K. Bail of Newton, an attractive,
motherly woman of middle age, who yesterday described the
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plight of orphans, both war and otherwise, as "extremely
serious"
.
There are four classifications of youngsters for whom
she must find foster homes for a period of six months or
more—until their mothers can recover from the shock of
learning that husbands will never return from overseas
battlefields. These are adolescent boys, babies, brothers
and sisters, and convalescent children.
Few persons will open their homes to adolescent boys,
she relates, although the Child Council guarantees their
board, room, spending money and clothes.
Catholic boys are placed in Catholic homes, Protestant
in Protestant, and Archbishop Cushing is very much behind
the whole drive. Eut the fact that a youngster, whose dad
fell victim to a Jap machine gun, may show up at his new
home with a makeshift slingshot turns otherwise patriotic
persons squeamish, Mrs. Bail says.
ft**************
Some too Mercenary
A great many people "think they can make money on the
children", Mrs. Bail explains. The Council nays, as much
as $15 a week per child, but investigates prospective homes
before placing youngsters, and too often discovers a merce-
nary reason for an offer of a home.
One couple had leased an 13-room house two weeks be-
fore they offered to welcome into their home "a couple of
dozen or 30 of your kids, any age." The man had been an
itinerant circus roustabout for years and the woman was
not his wife.
"It isn't all just patriotism," Mrs. Bail explains.
"People who help out youngsters get a real lift from their
efforts .
"
And she showed the letters one woman had received
from boys to whom she had given temporary homes. Of 15
youths who had lived in her house, 10 are now in the service,
all but two have proved successful.
Some day Boston will ha.ve a Boys Town, according to
Archbishop Cushing's plans. But children can't wait, not
the children rocking and waiting in the lengthening shadow
of the Fifth Horseman of War.
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APPENDIX Y
COMMENTS FROM THE QUESTIONNAIRE OF THE THIRTY-FIVE
PARTICIPATING AGENCIES
The urogram should continue as there seems to be state-
wide need for cooperation.
The program should continue state-wide until we know
more about the whole situation.
The program should continue as state-wide since homes
are needed desoerately.
The program should continue as a state-wide program.
It will be helpful in coordinating services and we believe
state-wide publicity is needed.
The program should continue as a state-wide urogram.
As an out-of-town agency we have found Share Your Home
helpful on several cases and homes from this area, have been
suggested to Boston agencies a few times.
The urogram should continue as state-wide since a
state-wide educational program should be helpful.
The program has not made homes available in this area -
mothers, if they wish to suuplement income can do something
more urofi table. They do not wish the responsibility unless
possessed of deep charity in their hearts.
The urogram should continue as state-wide since more
foster homes are very apparently needed in this Division.
The program should continue as state-wide since it
is a valuable resource to turn to in an hour of need.
The program should continue as state-wide because of
its obvious efficiency to provide for homes for all tyues
of needs, including those of the psychotic, neurotic, arid
/or/ mentally deficient child. From the representative's
personal angle, the needs of homes besides wage homes are
as many if not more than formerly since 1940.
The program should continue as state-wide but the
representative is inclined to think that it might be divided
up into three or four areas, one of which would be the
Metropoli tan.
The representative questions the advisability of attempt-
ing state-wide coverage.
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The program should continue as state-wide because it
is felt that the need is much greater in the area of the
large urban centers. In an agency as small as the repre-
sentative's, extensive publicity gains responses from more
peoole than there are children to dace and their reaction
is naturally apt to be critical of the agency.
The program should be state-wide to unify all public
and private ^encies' efforts. It helps eliminate compe-
tition for homes etcetera.
Since the need is more acute in Metropolitan Boston
probably it should limit itself to this area.
We have had little results, probably Boston would be
preferable
.
State-wide program should continue for interpretation
purposes, but Metropolitan program for recruitment.
The program should continue as state-wide because the
educational publicity for the whole field of child place-
ment has value although direct results may be limited in
number of homes actually obtained.
The program should continue as state-wide. It did
not seem to help the agency but it may have stirred uo an
interest in the community for the agency did have a few
new homes offered though they did nott say that they had
heard of the plan.
The program should continue as state-wide. Although
the agency is outside Metropolitan Boston and has been
helped some.
The program should continue as state-wride. The
representative's experience with Share Your Home program
is limited but feels the program has value because it
reaches a wide spread area and because it is another source
of interpretation.
The program should most certainly be continued as
state-wide to help in search for good foster homes.
The program should continue as state-wide since the
need for homes is state-wide; also since joint effort in
recruiting seems eoually desirable outside of Metropolitan
Boston.
The representative feels that the program to be of
service to the agency should be state-wide. Their place-
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ment work is so limited and so largely deals with small
babies that she does not feel in a position to oass judg-
ment on continua.nce of the program.
The agency feels it more satisfactory to have more
frequent small drives for foster homes than to have a big
drive only occasionally because it is the only private
child-placing agency in the county.
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